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The primary motivation for this work was to predict the conditions that would yield 
minimum drag for a small Ram-Air Turbine used to provide a specified power 
requirement for a small flight test instrument called the Boundary Layer Data System. 
Actuator Disk Theory was used to provide an analytical model for this work. 
Classic Actuator Disk Theory (CADT) or Froude’s Momentum Theory was initially 
established for quasi-one-dimensional flows and inviscid fluids to predict the power 
output, drag, and efficiency of energy-extracting devices as a function of wake and 
freestream velocities using the laws of Conservations of Mass, Momentum, and Energy. 
Because swirl and losses due to the effects of viscosity have real and significant impacts 
on existing turbines, there is a strong motivation to develop models which can provide 
generalized results about the performance of an energy-extractor, such as a turbine, 
with the inclusion of these effects. A model with swirl and a model with losses due to 
the effects of viscosity were incorporated into CADT which yielded equations that 
predicted the performance of an energy-extractor for both un-ducted and ducted cases. 
In both of these models, for this application, additional performance parameters were 
analyzed including the drag, drag coefficient, power output, power coefficient, force 
coefficient, and relative efficiency.  
For the un-ducted CADT, it is well known that the wake-to-freestream velocity ratio of 
1/3 will give the maximum power extraction efficiency of 59.3%; this result is called the 
Betz limit. However, the present analysis shows that reduced drag for a desired power 
extraction will occur for wake-to-freestream velocity ratios higher than the value of 1/3 
which results in maximum power extraction efficiency. This in turn means that a turbine 
with a larger area than the smallest possible turbine for a specified power extraction will 
actually experience a lower drag.  
The model with the inclusion of swirl made use of the Moment of Momentum Theorem 
applied to a single-rotor actuator disk with no stators, in addition to the laws of 
Conservation of Mass, Momentum, and Energy from the CADT. The results from the 
model w/swirl showed that drag remains unchanged while power extracted decreases 
with the addition of swirl, with swirl effects becoming more severe for tip speed ratios 
below about 5. As for CADT, reduced drag for a specified power extraction can be 
achieved when the wake-to-freestream velocity ratio is higher that than which provides 
maximum power extraction efficiency.  The model w/losses due to viscosity 
incorporated the losses into the Conservation of Energy relationship. The results from 
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the model w/losses showed that there is a distinct wake-to-freestream velocity ratio at 
which minimum drag for a specified power output is achieved, and that this velocity 
ratio is usually—but not always—higher than that for which the power extraction 
efficiency is a maximum.   
It was concluded that a lower drag for a specified power output of an energy-extractor 
can usually be achieved at a wake-to-freestream velocity ratio higher than that which 
produces the maximum power extraction efficiency. The latter condition, known as the 
Betz limit for CADT, and which defines the minimum size for a turbine to provide a 
specified power extraction, is therefore not the correct target design condition to 
achieve lowest drag for a small Ram-Air Turbine to power BLDS.  
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Symbol  Meaning, [dimensions in SI units] 




𝑣 = Fluid velocity in tangential direction, positive with respect to the 




𝑤 = Fluid velocity in radial direction, positive in outward direction from 




𝑍 = Power output ( = (+)Mω) 





𝐷 = Drag, positive in same direction as (𝑢) 





𝑆 = Cross Sectional Area, [𝑚2] 
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛  = Minimum Area (at const λ) , [𝑚
2] 












𝑟/𝑑 = Radius/diameter of Actuator Disc 
𝜔 = Angular velocity of actuator Disc ( = 2πn) 
𝜔′ = Angular velocity that Actuator disc imparts on fluid 









𝑛 = Revoutions/sec 
𝑚 = Number of blades on Actuator disc 




𝑀 = Torque [(+) with ω] 












𝐾𝐿 = Loss Coefficient 
𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙  = Relative efficiency  
__0 = Far upstream location 
__1 = Location of duct inlet (for ducted case) 
__2 = Location directly in front of Actuator Disc 
__𝐷 = Location of Actuator Disc 
__3 = Location directly after Actuator Disc 





The Boundary Layer Data System, BLDS, is a small, lightweight, family of self-contained 
system designed to experimentally measure boundary layer properties and their 
development around an airfoil or place of interest in aeronautical applications1,2,3,4. 
Figure 1-1 shows a version of BLDS that reads and records pressures from an array of 
Pitot tubes on the wing of the Embraer 1702. Figure 1-2 shows an exploded view of 
BLDS, including a microcontroller and memory subsystem installed onto a custom 
sensor and actuator board, special low-temperature battery assembly, and housing.  
 




Figure 1-2: Exploded View of BLDS Internals. Image was adapted from work done by Cal 
Poly Project Team5.  
The BLDS is currently not insulated or heated and powered by a special battery which 
has a limited operational lifespan. The internal components of the current BLDS 
consumes 0.5 to 2 Watts at full power, depending on the version, with a typical 
programmed duty cycle of 5-50%. The BLDS performance is currently impacted by the 
extreme temperature variations that occur as the instrument operates at different 
altitudes. Temperatures as low as -60°C have been recorded for flight altitudes above 
40,000 ft, creating temperature-related drift in sensor outputs. Analysis done by a Cal 
Poly student project teams5,6 showed that a heating input as large as about 50 watts 
would be required to keep the internal temperature within the rated operating range 
for the electronic components. Currently, the internal components used in BLDS are 
rated by their manufacturers for operation in temperatures no lower than -40°C, and 
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some only to -20°C. One solution to maintain the internal components of BLDS above 
their minimum operating temperature, a heating element could be added to add heat 
energy to the system and insulation could be added to reduce heat energy loss to the 
surroundings. In Figure 1-2, arrows 1 and 3 show the potential insulation (aerogel) and 
arrow 2 shows a potential heating element used in BLDS to maintain the minimum 
internal temperature. With the addition of a heating element to the BLDS, a different 
power source, than the existing special battery, is needed. To potentially alleviate this 
issue, several previous Cal Poly project teams5,6 have considered the use of a small 
turbine-driven electric generator, known as a RAM air-turbine or RAT to power the BLDS 
during operation providing continuous amounts of sustained power. The power from a 
RAT could also be used to power the heating elements of the BLDS during operation to 
improve the accuracy of its measurements.  
RAT’s have been used to generate power in aircraft from the airstream around the 
aircraft7. The RAT will convert mechanical energy from the fluid flow into electrical 
energy using an electric generator. For modern aircraft, RAT’s are generally reserved for 
emergency purposes where the primary power sources are lost. In these cases, the RAT 
can be deployed to power essential systems required for a safe landing and are 
currently used on various aircraft including the Boeing 747, Boeing 787 Dreamliner, and 





Figure 1-3: Example of RAT on Aircraft for Emergency Use. Snippet was adapted from 
AviationNepal8. 
Figure 1-4 shows what potential RAT architecture for applications powering BLDS could 
look like. Note that the size of the RAT for powering the BLDS will be much smaller than 
that shown in Figure 1-3. Additionally, note that Figure 1-3 shows an un-ducted RAT 
while Figure 1-4 shows ducted RATs. The inclusion of a duct around the RAT could be a 
method to protect the blades, when not in use, from damage. The inclusion of a duct 
can also reduce the risk of damage to the aircraft in the case that a blade or part of the 
RAT fails during flight. In this case, the duct itself acts as a physical barrier between the 
debris and airfoil providing an additional layer of protection. These are reasons why the 




Figure 1-4: Potential RAT Architecture for BLDS. RAT (left) was adapted from Cal Poly 
Project Team6. RAT (right) was adapted from Cal Poly Project Team5.  
When using a RAT to power the BLDS, the RAT would be mounted on the outside of the 
aircraft and connected to the nearby BLDS with the necessary wires to transfer the 
electrical power. The RAT would be positioned a sufficient distance from the rake to 
reduce the likelihood of influencing the flow patterns in the area of boundary layer 
measurements. Figure 1-5 shows how the RAT and BLDS could potentially be positioned 




Figure 1-5: BLDS-RAKE and RAT Positioning on Airfoil. (A) represents the location of 
boundary layer sensors, (B) represents the BLDS, (C) represents the RAT, and that the 
distances between and sizes of each component are arbitrary.  
An important design parameter for the use of a RAT to power the BLDS is that the 
system should be easily and quickly attached/detached from the vehicle without the 
need for mechanical fasteners. There are various methods to attach components to the 
outside of an aircraft such as cured liquid adhesives, and tapes. Each method has its 
own distinct advantages and disadvantages with a key difference being the amount of 
load caused by the drag on the device that each method can sustain before failing. A low 
load on the RAT is an important parameter to consider because a larger drag force 
means that the attachment system to anchor the RAT to the aircraft needs to be more 
robust. This attachment process could be more difficult to accomplish, cost more 
money, or take more time to complete with larger values of drag on the RAT. Because of 
these factors, for a RAT to be considered for powering the BLDS, it would need to be 
able to supply a specified amount of power over prolonged periods of time while 
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minimizing the drag acting on the RAT. For this reason, the analysis presented in this 
thesis will be focused on the relationship between the power output from and drag 
acting on the RAT.  
One method to analytically determine the drag and power output from this energy 
extracting device is with Classic Actuator Disk Theory (CADT). This theory, also known as 
the Momentum Theory, developed by Froude9 and Glauert10, consists of a governing set 
of equations derived from the Laws of Conservation of Mass, Linear Momentum 
(Newton’s Second Law), and Conservation of Energy (First Law of Thermodynamics). 
CADT provides relations that are of importance for energy-extraction systems such as: 
power output, drag, and mass flow, from which dimensionless quantities such as power 
coefficient, drag coefficient, and efficiency are derived. The theory has been explored 
extensively with applications toward un-ducted propulsion systems such as propellers, 
and energy-extraction devices such as wind turbines. However, the findings for CADT 
were historically focused on different design parameters such as maximum power 
output and/or maximum efficiency as opposed to finding the minimum drag for a 
specified power output. Additionally, the effects of swirl and losses due to viscosity on 
an energy extractor are not as well known for un-ducted and ducted cases.  
Swirl is a phenomenon in which the fluid upstream and downstream of the actuator disk 
has not only an axial component of velocity, but also a tangential velocity component 
due to torque interaction between the fluid and the disk. With the inclusion of swirl, an 
additional moment of momentum equation is included in the analysis, this can be seen 
in Chapter 3. There can also be losses associated with the AD due to the viscous nature 
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of the fluid medium where usable energy in the flow can be lost to heat. This analysis 
will be explored in Chapter 4. Swirl and losses due to effects of viscosity are known to 
produce effects of significance in real applications of energy-extracting devices. 
When designing rotors, engineers have generally used Blade Element Theory (B.E.T.) to 
account for the effects of swirl and viscous losses. B.E.T. can be used to give a specific 
solution for the performance of a rotor with a specified geometry (size, blade shape, 
etc) and fluid flow properties. However, B.E.T. does not provide generalized analytical 
insight into how drag and power output are theoretically related. Generalized analytical 
insight into how the parameters of importance are related to one another will prove 
beneficial in the initial design phase of rotors because it provides guidance to the 
operating conditions at which the desired output is achieved.  
The goal of this thesis is to extend CADT and the Simple Momentum Theory to account 
for different combinations of swirl and losses due to viscous forces, for ducted and un-
ducted cases, with an application of designing an energy extractor with minimum drag 
for a specified power output. A “real-world” application for this energy extractor could 
be to power the BLDS. 
Note: the terms Momentum Theory is synonymous with Actuator Disk Theory (ADT) in 
this document.  
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1.1. Classic Actuator Disk Theory Assumptions: 
Assumptions for un-ducted case: 
- Air is a perfect fluid 
• Incompressible 
• Inviscid  
- Actuator Disk has the following attributes:  
• Infinitely thin AD 
• Uniform loading on AD 
- Quasi-steady flow in AD region 
- Steady flow away from region near AD 
- Flow upstream, downstream, and along entire cross section of AD is uniform and 
one-dimensional. 
- All power added/extracted to/from the fluid occurs at AD  
- All thrust/drag acting on fluid/AD occurs at AD 
- No heat transfer across control surfaces 
10 
 
1.2. Classic Actuator Disk Theory Un-Ducted Case 
 
Figure 1-6. Schematic of the Streamtube Control Volume for CADT Un-ducted. Location 
0 = freestream inlet. Location 2 = cross-section directly before the AD. Location D = AD 
itself. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far 
downstream of AD. 
The general governing equations for an un-ducted actuator disk without swirl or losses 
will be derived in this section for an energy-extractor. The method used in this section is 
based on Classic Actuator Disk Theory, as presented by Von Mises7 but with the differing 
variables and terminology which will prove useful when analyzing the results for an 
energy-extractor. In Figure 1-6 the control volumes enclosed by sections 0-2 and 3-4 
represent the upstream and downstream sections of the streamtube control volume, 
respectively. The reason for the exclusion of section 1 will become apparent when 
analyzing the ducted case, for this will be the location of the inlet of the duct. The 
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control volume of the system is denoted by the orange dashed line where mass enters 
and leaves through sections 0 and 4, respectively. The control volume between sections 
2-3, labeled as D, represents the AD itself. 
Through the assumptions stated above for the un-ducted classic actuator disk theory, 
the following relations can be established: 




 𝑢2 = 𝑢𝐷 = 𝑢3  (1-2) 
 𝑃0 = 𝑃4 (1-3) 
 𝑣 = 0 (1-4) 
By applying the conservation of mass to each section, the following relationship can be 
obtained for the streamtube mass flowrate: 
 ?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4  (1-5) 
By applying Newton’s Second Law between sections 0-4 and then 2-3 the following 
relationships for the drag force, 𝐷, can be obtained: 
 𝐷 =  ?̇?(𝑢0 − 𝑢4) (1-6) 
 𝐷 = 𝑆𝐷(𝑃2 − 𝑃3) (1-7) 
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By applying the First Law of Thermodynamics for the upstream (0-2) and downstream 
















2 + 𝑃4  (1-9) 
Equations 1-8 and 1-9 are identical to Bernoulli’s theorem because of the assumptions 
of uniform steady inviscid flow with no work or heat transfer for the control volumes 
identified. Bernoulli’s theorem could not be applied directly across the entire control 
volume (0-4) or the AD itself (2-3) because there is energy extraction at the AD. Next, 
using equations (1-2), (1-3), and combining equations (1-8) and (1-9), a relationship for 








2 +𝑃4 − 𝑃3 (1-10) 
 






Using equation (1-11) and (1-7), the Drag acting on the AD can be determined by the 
following relationship: 
 


















?̇? =  
1
2






Equations for the power extracted from the fluid by the AD can be determined by 
applying the conservation of energy between sections 0 and 4. This can be seen in 
Figure 1-7.  
 
Figure 1-7: Schematic for Conservation of Energy Control Volume for Un-ducted Case 
The following relationship to determine the power extracted, 𝑍, can be seen below: 
























Next by substituting in equation (1-14) into equation (1-19), an expression for the power 
extracted can be written as: 
 






For an energy-extracting device, parameters of importance include the following: mass 
flowrate, volumetric flowrate, drag, power, drag coefficient, and the power coefficient. 
The drag and power coefficients, CD and CP respectively, are important parameters for 
an energy-extractor because they are non-dimensional values which are unaffected by 
the cross-sectional area of the AD and density. These coefficients create a relationship 
which is only dependent on the ratio of the axial fluid velocity at the exit (section 4) to 
the axial fluid velocity at the entrance (section 0).  
The drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐷, is a parameter of importance for an energy-extractor because 
it represents the ratio of the net drag force acting on the AD to a force equal to the 










For CADT, by substituting in equation (1-12), the drag coefficient can be simplified into 



















The power coefficient, 𝐶𝑃, is a parameter of importance for an energy-extractor because 
it represents the ratio of the amount of power extracted from the fluid and used for 
useful work to the total Kinetic Energy of the oncoming flow within an area equal to that 








For CADT, by substituting in equation (1-20), the power coefficient can be simplified into 
the following form: 
 
𝐶𝑃 =  
1






















The velocity ratio appears in the equations for drag coefficient and power coefficient. 
The velocity ratio, 
𝑢4
𝑢0
, which is defined as the axial velocity of the fluid at the exit divided 
by the axial freestream velocity of the fluid. Examination of equation (1-26) shows that 
there is a value of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
 that yields the maximum value of the power coefficient. This value 
gives a power coefficient which is called the Betz limit11 and can be seen below in 
equation (1-29). The Betz limit is a well-known phenomenon explored by German 
Physicist, Albert Betz11, which suggests that for an un-ducted AD, the maximum usable 
power extracted from the fluid is equal to approximately 59.3% of the power associated 
with the kinetic energy flowing within the undisturbed streamtube of area (𝑆𝐷) which 
































= 0 (1-28) 
 𝐶𝑃,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.593         (1-29) 
1.3. Results and Discussion – Classic Actuator Disk Theory Energy-Extractor: 
CADT yields several important equations for the drag and power coefficients, equations 
(1-23) and (1-26) respectively. A plot of the power coefficient as a function of the 




Figure 1-8: Power Coefficient for CADT Un-ducted 
In Figure 1-8, the power coefficient reaches a maximum value of approximately 0.593 at 
a velocity ratio of 
1
3
. This is previously discussed as the Betz limit11 and suggests that for 
an un-ducted AD, the most power that can be extracted from the fluid flow is 
approximately 59.3% of the total Kinetic Energy of the oncoming flow within an area 
equal to that of the AD at a velocity ratio of 
1
3
. In some applications, maximizing the 
power coefficient would be of extremely high importance. However, for applications 
with a RAT powering the BLDS, maximizing the power coefficient is not necessarily of 
the highest importance.  




Figure 1-9: Drag Coefficient for CADT Un-ducted 
In Figure 1-9, it can be seen that the drag coefficient will begin with a value of 1 at a 
velocity ratio of zero, and decrease to a value of zero at a velocity ratio of 1. This result 
suggests that if drag was to be minimized, a velocity ratio of 1 would be desired. 
However, at a velocity ratio of 1 there is no power output from the energy extractor, 
which can be seen in Figure 1-8.  
For real-world applications of energy-extractors, a lower drag coefficient and higher 
power coefficient is generally preferable. For example, if one considers a real-world 
application of a Wind Turbine, a large drag coefficient means that any supporting 
structures would need to be more robust and would cost more to build/install. And, of 
course, there would most likely be a great desire to generate as much power from the 
wind turbine as possible. Upon analysis of the trends seen in Figure 1-8 and Figure 1-9, it 
becomes apparent that the power coefficient and drag coefficient need to be 
interpreted jointly to meet the power requirements while minimizing drag of a real 
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system. For this reason, the ratio between the drag and power coefficients, called the 




2. RAM AIR TURBINE OF SPECIFIED ENERGY EXTRACTION WITH MINIMUM DRAG, NO 
SWIRL and NO LOSSES 
To gain insight into the relationship between the drag acting on the AD, speed of the 
fluid passing through the AD, and the power extracted by the AD, a dimensionless 
parameter for the Force Coefficient (𝐶𝐹) is created by forming the ratio of drag times 
speed to the power extracted. The motivation for creating the force coefficient is to gain 
insight into the relationship between the drag acting on and the power output from an 
energy extractor. When looking for the operating conditions at which minimum drag for 









2.1. Simple Momentum Theory – Un-ducted: 
For the un-ducted case, the force coefficient is the ratio of equations (1-23) and (1-24) 
























A summary of key results for the un-ducted energy extractor is presented in Table 2-1. 




Table 2-1: Summary of Equations for CADT 
 
Equations Eq # 
 
?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4  (1-5) 
 















































































2.2. Simple Momentum Theory – Ducted: 
Many of the assumptions for CADT un-ducted case still apply, however, with a few 
modifications for the ducted case. The altered assumptions for the ducted case include 
the following:  
- Duct wall is thin and of a constant cross-section equal to that of the AD 
- AD within the duct occupies the entire cross-section of the duct 
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- Duct is long enough so that the flow exits with straight and parallel streamlines 
(i.e. no swirl) 
- S1 = S2 = SD = S3 = S4 
- u1 = u2 = uD = u3 = u4 
 
Figure 2-1: Schematic of Ducted case with no swirl and no losses. Location 0 = 
freestream inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the duct. Location 2 = cross-section directly before 
the AD. Location D = AD. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = 
cross-section far downstream of AD and duct. 
The governing equations for a ducted actuator disk will be derived in this section for an 
energy-extractor. The method used in this section is based on Classic Actuator Disk 
Theory for the un-ducted case but with the differing variables, terminology, as well as 
the apparent geometric differences due to the duct. This section will prove very similar 
to section 1.2. which includes a change of variables and terminology from Momentum 
Theory convention which will prove useful when analyzing parameters of importance for 
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a ducted energy-extractor. In Figure 2-1, the control volumes enclosed by sections 0-2 
and 3-4 represent the upstream and downstream sections of the actuator disk, 
respectively. The control volume of the system is denoted by the orange dashed line 
where mass enters and leaves through sections 0 and 4, respectively. The control 
volume between sections 2-3, labeled as D, represents the AD itself. 
The process and methodology for deriving equations for drag and power extracted for 
an energy-extracting device will be very similar to that of the CADT un-ducted case.  
Using the assumptions stated for the Simple Momentum Theory ducted case, the 
following relations can be established: 




 𝑢1 = 𝑢2 = 𝑢𝐷 = 𝑢3 = 𝑢4 (2-4) 
 𝑃0 = 𝑃4 (2-5) 
 𝑣1 = 𝑣2 = 𝑣3 = 𝑣4 = 𝑣 = 0 (2-6) 
Note: equation (2-6) is included in CADT even though the flow upstream and 
downstream of the AD is assumed to be 1-dimensional. The reason for the inclusion of 
equation (2-6) is to differentiate CADT from the model swirl which will be discussed 
briefly in this chapter and in further depth in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, a non-zero 
tangential velocity component of the fluid flow will be considered.   
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It is also assumed that energy is extracted from the fluid flow through the AD and the 
duct itself. The fluid applies a drag force in the axial direction of the flow at the duct and 
the AD location.  
By applying the conservation of mass to each section, the following relationship can be 
obtained: 
 ?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4  (2-7) 
By applying Newton’s Second Law between sections 0-4 and 2-3 the following 
relationship for the increase in Drag can be obtained: 
 𝐷 =  ?̇?(𝑢0 − 𝑢4) (2-8) 
 𝐷 = 𝑆𝐷(𝑃2 − 𝑃3) −  𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑝 (2-9) 
It should be noted that the equation (2-9) for the ducted case is different than equation 
(1-7) for the un-ducted case due to the lip of the duct itself, 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑝. This component of the 
total drag is actually a thrust component called the “lip thrust”. Derivation of the lip 
trust is not essential for this analysis because the total drag acting on the AD can be 
determined through the conservation of linear momentum as shown in (2-8). However, 
the additional lip thrust term is the key difference in the total drag between the un-
ducted and ducted cases. Please reference Kuchemann and Weber12 and Grietzer13 for 
more information about lip thrust. 
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By combining equations (2-7) and (2-8) the following relationship for Drag can be 
determined: 
 𝐷 =  𝜌𝑆𝐷𝑢4(𝑢0 − 𝑢4) (2-10) 
Equations for the power exerted on the AD by the fluid can be determined by applying 
the conservation of energy between sections 0 and 4. This can be seen in Figure 2-2.  
 
Figure 2-2: Control Volume for Conservation of Energy for Ducted Case. Location 0 = 
freestream inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the duct. Location 2 = cross-section directly before 
the AD. Location D = AD. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = 
cross-section far downstream of AD and duct. 
The following relationship to determine power can be seen below: 






















Next by combining equation (2-7) and (2-14), the power extracted from the fluid by the 









Given the relationship in (1-21) and (1-24), the relationship for the drag and power 

































Examination of equation (2-17) shows that there is a value of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
 that yields a maximum 
value of the power coefficient for the ducted case. The value of the maximum power 
coefficient, and the velocity ratio at which it occurs, are different for the ducted case 
than the well-known Betz limit, derived for the un-ducted case. For the ducted case, the 
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maximum usable power extracted from the fluid is equal to approximately 38.5% of the 
power associated with the free stream kinetic energy flowing within an area equal to 























= 0 (2-19) 
 𝐶𝑃,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.385         (2-20) 
For the ducted case, the force coefficient is the ratio of equations (2-16) and (2-17) 
























A summary of key results for the ducted energy-extractor is presented in Table 1-2. For 






Table 2-2: Summary of Equations for Ducted Case Without Swirl or Losses 
 Equation Eq # 
 ?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4 (2-7) 










































































2.3. Comparison of un-ducted and ducted results 
 
Figure 2-3: Power Coefficient as a function of Velocity Ratio for Ducted and un-ducted 
cases. Red X represents the Betz limit for the un-ducted case. Black X represents the 
maximum power coefficient and corresponding velocity ratio for the ducted case. 
Figure 2-3 shows the power coefficient for the un-ducted and ducted case as a function 
of the velocity ratio, equations (1-24) and (2-17) respectively. This figure shows that at 
any velocity ratio, the un-ducted case yields a higher power coefficient than the ducted 
case. This shows that for any velocity ratio, the un-ducted AD is able to extract more 
usable power from the fluid than the ducted AD, keeping area, fluid density, inlet and 
outlet velocities constant.  
The maximum power coefficient for the un-ducted and ducted cases can be seen in 
Figure 2-3. As previously discussed for the un-ducted case, this value and the velocity 
ratio at which it occurs represents the Betz limit11. The Betz limit11, discussed previously 
in Chapter 1, suggests that for an un-ducted AD, the most power that can be extracted 
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from the fluid flow is approximately 59.3% of the total Kinetic Energy of the oncoming 
flow within an area equal to that of the AD at a velocity ratio of 
1
3
. For the ducted case, 
the maximum usable power extracted from the fluid flow is equal to approximately 
38.5% of the power associated with the oncoming flow within an area equal to that of 
the AD or duct which occurs at a velocity ratio of 0.577. Comparing the magnitude of 
the maximum power coefficient and the velocity ratio at which it occurs, the un-ducted 
AD yields a higher value at a lower velocity ratio while the ducted AD yields a lower 
value at a high velocity ratio.  
Due to the relationship between the power coefficient and the turbine area for a 
specified power output, seen in equation (1-24), minimum turbine area occurs at the 
maximum power coefficient with the turbine area increasing as the power coefficient 
decreases. This is an important relationship which will be discussed in more detail later 
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in this section as well as in Chapter 5 where these trends are discussed in relation to a 
RAT used to power the BLDS.  
 
Figure 2-4: Drag Coefficient as a function of Velocity Ratio for Ducted and un-ducted 
cases. 
Figure 2-4 shows the drag coefficient for the un-ducted and ducted cases as a function 
of the velocity ratio, equations (1-23) and (2-17) respectively. This figure shows that at 
any velocity ratio, the un-ducted case yields a higher drag coefficient than the ducted 
case. This figure suggests that for the un-ducted case, monotonically decreasing drag 
coefficient is observed with increasing velocity ratio, whereas for the ducted case, there 
is a velocity ratio at which a maximum drag coefficient occurs with the drag coefficient 
decreasing as the velocity ratio increases or decreases relative to that velocity ratio.   
For the un-ducted and ducted cases, equations (2-2) and (2-21) simplify to the same 
expression for the force coefficient. These equations can alternatively be expressed in 
terms of the velocity ratio. This result, that the un-ducted and ducted cases have the 
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same force coefficient at any velocity ratio, is extremely important. This result means 
that the ducted turbine would need to be larger in diameter to produce the same power 
as the un-ducted case, however, for the same power output both the un-ducted and 
ducted cases would create the same amount of drag. 
 








) (2-2), (2-21) 
 
Figure 2-5: Force Coefficient as a function of Velocity Ratio. Red X represents the 
velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient occurs for the un-ducted case. Black X 
represents the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for the 
ducted case. 
Equations (2-2) and (2-21) plotted in Figure 2-5 suggests that the force coefficient, 𝐶𝐹, 
will lie within values of 1 and 2 (inclusively), given that the velocity ratio lies within 
values of 0-1 (inclusively). The force coefficient essentially represents a ratio between 
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the drag and power output, a larger value for the velocity ratio would correspond to a 
lower value for drag at a specific power output. Likewise, a smaller value for the velocity 
ratio would correspond to a larger value for the drag at a specific power output. For the 
applications of this work, a smaller value for the force coefficient which occurs at larger 
velocity ratios would be desired. However, it should be noted that at a velocity ratio 
equal to 1, no power output or drag would be generated. This result suggests that for 
any real situation (non-trivial) the force coefficient would lie between a value of 1-2, 
indicating that there is power output from and drag acting on the RAT.  
In Figure 2-5, the magnitude of the force coefficient where the maximum power 
coefficient occurs is about 1.5 and 1.3 for the un-ducted and ducted cases, respectively. 
Additionally, it should be noted that for both the un-ducted and ducted cases, lower 
drag for a specified power output can be achieved at velocity ratio larger than those 
which maximum power coefficient occurs. For the un-ducted case, by increasing the 
velocity ratio, the magnitude of the force coefficient can be decreased by approximately 
1
3
. Similarly, for the ducted case, by increasing the velocity ratio, the magnitude of the 




Notice that the force coefficient is not a function of the area of the AD This means that 
the value for any area AD, the drag/force ratio at the same velocity ratio will be 
preserved. This is an important result because this suggests that the desired velocity 
ratio, where the force coefficient is minimized, can be determined first without regard 
to the area of the AD. Next, the drag and area of the AD can be determined using 
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equations (1-12) and (1-20) for the un-ducted case and equations (2-10) and (2-15) for 
the ducted case for a desired power output along with other fluid flow properties such 
as density and approach flow velocity. This result would yield the minimum drag 
solution for a specified power output.  
The solution where minimum drag for a specified power output occurs is predicted for a 
velocity ratio approaching a value of 1 which would result in an AD area that is 
unboundedly large. Because of this, there comes a point of diminishing returns where 
any additional increases in the velocity ratio results in minimal or negligible reduction in 
the force coefficient and a significant increase in the area of the AD. To achieve 
minimum drag for a specified power output, a balance between what is theoretically 
possible and the practical design conditions would need to be achieved. For example, 
for the un-ducted case, at a velocity ratio of about 0.8, the magnitude of the force 
coefficient is approximately 1.1. When comparing this value to the Betz limit which 
occurs at a force coefficient of approximately 1.5 and a velocity ratio of 
1
3
, it can be see 
that one could theoretically achieve about an 26.66% reduction in drag, for the same 
specified power output, where the required area is not infinite. A solution to achieve 
minimum drag for a specified power output should be completed iteratively and the 
final solution should be one that is feasible in real-world applications. The final solution 
should ensure that the drag, power output, AD area, and velocity ratios are reasonable 
and meet the necessary design requirements. 
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Through this analysis, one assumption made was that the fluid flow before and after the 
AD was 1-D in the direction along the major axis of the energy extractor, 𝑢. In some real 
energy extractors, this is not true because downstream of the AD there could be a 
tangential velocity of the flow. This is true for the flow downstream of the turbine if 
energy is extracted through a single rotor and no stator(s). For real energy extractors 
with multiple rotors and/or stator(s), it is possible to have no swirl downstream of the 
turbine with energy extraction. Chapter 3 will explore how this tangential velocity of the 
fluid flow downstream of the AD can be modeled and its effect on the parameters of 
importance of a RAT with minimum drag at a specified power output.  
Additionally, through this analysis, the fluid flow was also assumed to be inviscid. 
However, all fluids are viscous, including air. In aeronautical applications, the viscous 
nature of fluids has real and significant effects on the performance of propulsion and 
energy-extraction systems. Chapter 4 will explore how the losses due to the viscous 
nature of a fluid can be modeled and its effect on the parameters of importance of a 
RAT with minimum drag at a specified power output.  
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3. MOMENTUM THEORY INCLUDING SWIRL 
The Momentum Theory traditionally only accounts for the axial component of velocity 
of the fluid flow and therefore does not account for a tangential velocity component of 
the flow downstream of the actuator disk. This tangential velocity component of the 
fluid flow will be referred to as swirl. In real-world applications, swirl could arise from a 
bladed rotor that extracted energy through torque on a rotating shaft and therefore 
also the fluid flow. 
This document builds upon work done in Chapters 1 and 2 with the inclusion of swirl. 
This model will use the Momentum Theory and apply it to determine parameters of 
importance for an energy-extractor with the inclusion of swirl. These parameters of 
importance include the drag, drag coefficient, power (extracted), power coefficient, 




). The tip speed ratio, 𝜆, is defined as the ratio of the tangential speed 
of the rotor at its tip to the approaching freestream flow speed. This theory builds 
primarily on the work of Von Mises14 for a propeller, and replaces the propeller with an 
energy-extracting actuator disk (AD) on which the fluid acts. 
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3.1. Actuator Disk Theory un-ducted case, w/Swirl: 
  
Figure 3-1: Schematic of un-ducted Case w/Swirl. Location 0 = freestream inlet. Location 
2 = cross-section directly before the AD. Location D = AD itself. Location 3 = cross-
section directly after the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far downstream of AD. 
The general governing equations for an un-ducted actuator disk with swirl will be 
derived in this section for an energy-extractor. The method used in this section is based 
on Von Mises7 work for a propeller but with the differing variables and terminology 
which will prove useful when analyzing parameters of importance for an energy-
extractor. In Figure 3-1, the control volumes enclosed by sections 0-2 and 3-4 represent 
the streamtubes upstream and downstream sections of the disk, respectively. The 
reason for the exclusion of section 1 will become apparent when analyzing the ducted 
case for this will be the location of the inlet of the duct.  
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Note: that the control volume shown in Figure 3-1 is identical to that found in Figure 1-
6.  
Many of the assumption stated from the un-ducted CADT remain valid with several 
exceptions. The additional/modified assumptions for an un-ducted actuator disk theory 
w/swirl are as follows: 
- Flow upstream of AD is uniform and one-dimensional. 
- Flow Downstream of AD is uniform and two-dimensional. 
- Static pressure far upstream and far downstream of AD are equal (P0 = P4). 
- The radial components of the velocity (𝑤) can be neglected for they are small 
and to the second-order. 
- Tangential velocity component, 𝑣, immediately downstream of the actuator disk 
are assumed to be proportional to the distance, 𝑟, from the propeller axis and 
the angular velocity the AD imparts on the fluid, 𝜔′: 𝑣 = 𝑟𝜔′ 
- 𝑢0 and 𝑢4 are constant with respect to 𝑟 at each respective cross-section. 
Through assumptions stated above for the un-ducted actuator disc theory with swirl, 
equations for the cross-sectional area, fluid flow’s axial velocity component, and 
pressures at different cross-sections are identical to those found in Chapter 1 from 
CADT. These relationships can be seen in equations (1-1), (1-2), and (1-3).  
It is also assumed that energy is added to the fluid flow only through the AD itself and 




Similar to Chapter 1 which discusses the un-ducted case without the inclusion of swirl, 
by applying the conservation of mass to each section, an expression identical to (1-5) is 
obtained. Likewise, by applying Newton’s Second Law between sections 0-4 the 
relationship for the drag and drag coefficient acting on the AD can be determined. The 
equations for drag can be reference as equations (1-6), (1-7), and (1-12). The equation 
for the drag coefficient can be reference as equation (1-23).  
 
Figure 3-2: Diagram showing different components of Velocity for any Radius (r) 
Note: The Moment/Torque (M) on the fluid, by the rotor, is defined as positive in the 
same direction as the angular velocity of the AD (ω).  
With the inclusion of swirl, a tangential component of the velocity will appear in the 
equations regarding power output. The following equations will also prove useful when 
simplifying the integrals in the equations: 
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Note: It is assumed that the tangential velocity component of the fluid flow (𝑣) can be 
expressed as 𝑣 = 𝑟𝜔′. Where 𝜔′ represents the angular velocity that AD imparts on 
fluid. This term differs from 𝜔 which represents the angular velocity of the AD itself.  
 
∫𝑣2 𝑑𝑆 =  2𝜋∫ 𝑣2𝑟
𝑑/2
0





∫𝑟𝑣 𝑑𝑆 =  2𝜋 ∫ 𝑟2𝑣
𝑑/2
0




Equations for the power extracted by the AD from the fluid can be determined by 
applying the conservation of energy between sections 0 and 4. 
 
Figure 3-3: Schematic for Conservation of Energy Control Volume for Un-ducted Case 
w/swirl. Location 0 = freestream inlet. Location 2 = cross-section directly before the AD. 
Location D = AD itself. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = 
cross-section far downstream of AD. 
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Note: 𝐾𝐸 represents the Kinetic Energy per unit time, or power, in the fluid flow at each 
respective section.  
The following relationship to determine the power output can be seen below: 

























































Equations (3-6) and/or (3-7) which solves for power extracted from the fluid can be 
























From chapter 1, an expression for the fluid velocity along the major axis of an un-ducted 
energy-extractor (𝑢𝐷) at the AD region can be modelled using equation (1-15). Using 
equation (1-15), the following expression for the power extracted by the AD can be 













An expression for the power coefficient from the Law of Conservation of Energy can 
















2 ) (3-11) 
By applying the Moment of Momentum Theorem about the centerline of the 
streamtube between sections 2-3, the following relationship for the increase in moment 
of momentum can be obtained: 
Note: The Moment/Torque (M) on the fluid, by the rotor, is defined as positive in the 
same direction as the angular velocity of the AD (ω).  
 𝑑𝑀 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑆 (3-12) 
 
𝑀 = 𝜌∫𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑣 𝑑𝑆  (3-13) 
An equation for the power extracted from the fluid can be solved for by combining 
equations (1-15), (3-2), and (3-14) to get equation (3-15). 
 𝑍 = 𝑀𝜔 (3-14) 
 







An expression for the power coefficient from the Moment of Momentum Theory can 











The tip speed ratio, 𝜆, is defined as the ratio of the tangential speed of the rotor at its 
tip to the approaching freestream flow speed: 
 
𝜆 =  
𝜔𝑑
2𝑢0
         ,      𝜆2 = 
𝜔2𝑑2
4𝑢0
2  (3-17) 
The relationships for the power coefficient, equations (3-11) and (3-16), can now be 
expressed as a function of the tip speed ratio.  
Note: Equations (II’) and (III’) on page 336 in Von Mises14 represent the power 
coefficient of an energy extractor with swirl, but with different nomenclature/notation 
than that used in this document. Equation (3-18) and (3-19) are the same results as that 
found in equations (II’) and (III’), respectively, when accounting for the difference in 
nomenclature/notation.  
 






























Next combining equations (3-18) and (3-19) to eliminate the (
𝜔′
𝜔
) term and solving for 
an explicit form of the power coefficient in terms of the tip speed ratio and velocity 









































When solving for 𝐶𝑃 using equation (3-21) use the positive root for this is the only root 
which has any physical meaning. 𝐶𝑃 shown in equation (3-21) is a function of the tip 
speed ratio and the velocity ratio. From this equation, the power extracted can be 
































It may be of interest to find the maximum value for the power coefficient at any single 
tip speed ratio or velocity ratio. Due to this, the partial differential equations were 


















































































Equations (3-23) and (3-24) prove useful when finding the maximum (or minimum) 
power coefficient as either tip speed ratio or velocity ratio changes. These equations 
also give insight into the power coefficient’s sensitivity to changes in both the tip speed 
ratio and velocity ratio which may prove useful when optimizing the operating point of 
the energy extractor. 
Similar to the CADT presented previously, the force coefficient will provide meaningful 
insight into the relationship between the drag acting on and power extracted from the 
















































The relationship for the force coefficient is fairly complex and can be hard to interpret it 
in its current form. Because of this, the drag and power coefficients can be interpreted 
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separately then combined to get values for the force coefficient at different velocity 
ratios and tip speed ratios.  
An additional dimensionless parameter of importance called the relative efficiency (𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙) 
will be created to represent the ratio of the power extracted with swirl (𝑍) to the power 










Alternatively, for the un-ducted cases, the relative efficiency can be expressed in terms 















Therefore, the relative efficiency for the specific un-ducted case with swirl is as follows 
by combining equations (3-26) and (1-5) to get equation (3-28).  
 
𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙 =














A summary of the parameters of importance for the classic actuator disc theory with the 
inclusion of swirl can be seen in Table 3-1 below. For purposes of plotting equations in 
Table 3-1, MATLAB code can be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 3-1: Summary of Equations for un-ducted case w/Swirl 
Equation Eq # 
?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢2𝑆2 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢3𝑆3 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4 (1-5) 





































































































































































3.2. Actuator Disk Theory ducted case, w/Swirl: 
 
Figure 3-4: Schematic of Ducted Case w/Swirl. Location 0 represents the freestream 
inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the duct. Location 2 = cross-section directly before the AD. 
Location D = AD. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = cross-
section anywhere downstream of the duct exit plane. 
Very similarly to the un-ducted case w/swirl, the general governing equations for a 
ducted actuator disk w/swirl will be derived in this section for an energy-extractor. The 
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method and thought process used in this section is based on the previous section for the 
un-ducted case, which is in itself based on Von Mises’ work14 for the un-ducted case. 
This section will include differing variables, terminology, as well as apparent geometric 
differences due to the duct itself. Similar to section 3.1, the change of variables and 
terminology which will prove useful when adapting the equations toward an energy-
extractor. In Figure 3-3, the control volumes enclosed by sections 0-2 and 3-4 represent 
the streamtubes upstream and downstream sections of the disk, respectively. The 
control volume between sections 2-3, labeled as D, represent the AD itself. 
Many of the assumption stated from the ducted Simple Momentum Theory remain valid 
with several exceptions. The altered/modified assumptions for a ducted actuator disk 
theory with swirl are as follows: 
- Flow has rotational symmetry. 
- Flow upstream of AD is uniform and one-dimensional. 
- Static pressure far upstream and far downstream of AD are equal (P0 = P4). 
- The radial components of the velocity (𝑤) can be neglected for they are small 
and to the second-order. 
- Tangential velocity component, 𝑣, immediately downstream of the actuator disk 
are assumed to be proportional to the distance, 𝑟, from the propeller axis and 
the angular velocity the AD imparts on the fluid, 𝜔′: 𝑣 = 𝑟𝜔′ 
- 𝑢0 and 𝑢4 are constant with respect to 𝑟 at each respective cross-section. 
Given these assumptions stated above as well as the assumptions for the ducted case 
using the Simple Momentum Theory, some of the previous result from the Conservation 
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of Mass for the ducted no-swirl case still hold true for this. Namely, equations (2-3), (2-
4), (2-5), and (2-7).  
Similarly to Chapter 2, which discusses the ducted case without the inclusion of swirl, it 
is also assumed that energy is added to the fluid flow only through the AD itself. By 
applying Newton’s Second Law between sections 2-3 the following relationship for the 
drag and drag coefficient can be obtained. As explained in chapter 2 for the Simple 
Momentum Theory, ducted case, when applying Newton’s Second Law, there is a 
component of the total drag that is a thrust component called the “lip thrust”. Please 
reference Chapter 2 and/or Kuchemann and Weber12 and Grietzer13 for more 
information about lip thrust. The equations for drag can be reference as equations (2-8), 
(2-9), and (2-10). The equation for the drag coefficient can be reference as equation (2-
16).  
Equations for the power extracted by the AD from the fluid can be determined by 




Figure 3-5: Schematic for Conservation of Energy Control Volume for Ducted Case 
w/swirl. Location 0 = freestream inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the duct. Location 2 = cross-
section directly before the AD. Location D = AD. Location 3 = cross-section directly after 
the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far downstream of AD and duct. 
From the Law of Conservation of Energy, an expression for the power extracted from 
the fluid can also be determined using the following equations: 
 𝑍 = 𝐾𝐸0 − 𝐾𝐸4 (3-29) 
 











































Utilizing equation (2-7), this expression for the power extracted can be rearranged into 


















Using equation (3-1) from the previous section, the power extracted from the fluid, 
using the Law of Conservation of Energy, the part of the integral involving the tangential 
velocity can be written as:  
 
∫𝑣2 𝑑𝑆 =  2𝜋∫ 𝑣2𝑟
𝑑/2
0














Using equation (3-17), the power extracted from the fluid flow can be expressed in 














Using equation (1-24), the power coefficient can be expressed as a function of the 


















By applying the moment of momentum theorem about the centerline of the streamtube 
between sections 2-3 the following relationship for the change in moment of 
momentum can be obtained: 
 𝑑𝑀 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑆 (3-37) 
 
𝑀 = 𝜌∫𝑢𝐷𝑟𝑣 𝑑𝑆  (3-38) 
Using equation (2-4), we can re-write equations (3-37) and (3-38): 
 𝑑𝑀 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑟𝑣𝑑𝑆 (3-39) 
 
𝑀 = 𝜌∫𝑢4𝑟𝑣 𝑑𝑆  (3-40) 
Because 𝑢4 is constant over this area for the ducted case, we can pull it out of the 
integral: 
 
𝑀 = 𝜌𝑢4∫𝑟𝑣 𝑑𝑆  (3-41) 






An expression for the power extracted from the fluid (𝑍) can be given in an expression 
with the torque (𝑀) and rotational velocity (𝜔): 

































) 𝜆2 (3-47) 
To solve for the power coefficient explicitly in terms of the velocity ratio and tip seed 
ratio, equations (3-47) and (3-36) can be altered and combined to implicitly solve for the 
power coefficient as a function of the tip speed ratio and the velocity ratio.  








































Equation (3-49) can be simplified into the form of: 
 

















Equation (3-50) implicitly solves for the power coefficient as a function of the tip speed 
ratio and the velocity ratio. The following equations will explicitly solve for the power 




























Note: the positive root of equation (3-51) is the only root with any physical meaning and 
is the only root that should be considered. 






































Finding where the maximum or minimum power coefficient term occurs while the 
velocity ratio or tip speed ratio changes could be of interest when attempting to 
maximize power output or determining the sensitivity of the power coefficient with 
respect to the velocity ratio or tip speed ratio.  


















































































Similar to the Simple Momentum Theory presented previously for the un-ducted case, 
the force coefficient will provide meaningful insight into the relationship between the 
drag acting on and power extracted from the AD as a function of the velocity ratio and 































































The force coefficient for the ducted case in its current form is fairly complex and can be 
hard to interpret. Because of this, the drag and power coefficients can be interpreted 
separately then combined to get values for the force coefficient at different velocity 
ratios and tip speed ratios.  
The relative efficiency (𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙) represents the ratio of the power extracted with swirl (𝑍) to 
the power extracted in the Simple Momentum Theory seen in equation (3-26). 
Alternatively, for the ducted cases, the relative efficiency can be expressed in terms of 

































Below is a summary of the useful equations derived in this section for the ducted case 
w/swirl which will be plotted and discussed further in section 3.3. For purposes of 





Table 3-2: Summary of Equations for Ducted Case w/Swirl 
Equation Eq # 
?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4 (2-7) 




























































































































































































3.3. Results and Discussion – w/Swirl 
This discussion will focus on the similarities and difference in the parameters of 
importance between the un-ducted and ducted cases for the model w/swirl. These 
parameters of importance include the drag coefficient, power coefficient, partial 
derivatives of the power coefficient, force coefficient, and the relative efficiency.  
When comparing the results for the drag coefficient for the un-ducted and ducted cases 
w/swirl, equations (1-12) and (2-10) respectively, one finds that for any velocity ratio 
the ducted case yields a lower drag coefficient than the un-ducted case. This trend can 
be seen in Figure 3-4 below.  
 
Figure 3-6: Drag Coefficient w/Swirl. 
Note that this plot is identical to that found for the CADT un-ducted case and Simple 
Momentum Theory ducted case. This is because the addition of swirl has no effect on 
the drag or drag coefficient parameters. 
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With the inclusion of swirl into the theory, the power coefficient changes as both a 
function of the tip speed ratio and the velocity ratio, which is to be expected from 
equations (3-21) and (3-51). A plot of equation (3-21), the relationship between the 
power coefficient and the tip speed and velocity ratio, can be seen in Figure 3-7.  
 
Figure 3-7: Power Coefficient, un-Ducted Case w/Swirl. 
It can be seen that at approximately a tip speed ratio equal to 5, there are negligible 
changes in the magnitude of the power coefficient for any further increase in the tip 




Figure 3-8: Power Coefficient for un-Ducted Case w/Swirl @ distinct Tip Speed Ratios, 
X’s represent the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient occurs. 
Figure 3-8 shows the power coefficient for the un-ducted case w/swirl at tip speed 
ratios of 1, 3, and 5 compared to the no-swirl result, equation (1-26). This plot shows 
how a decrease of the tip speed ratio will decrease the power coefficient for any 
velocity ratio. 
Note: the red X’s on this plot denote the velocity ratio at which the maximum power 
coefficient occurs. This will remain true for the remainder of the plots in this chapter for 
the power coefficient, force coefficient, and relative efficiency.  
Additionally, it is noted that the maximum power coefficient occurs at slightly larger 
velocity ratios as the tip speed ratio decreases. When solely examining the power 
coefficient, this suggests that the best operating velocity ratio for a RAT would increase 
slightly as the tip speed ratio decreases if maximum power output is desired. This trend 
does not carry much weight because only accounting for this single parameter would be 
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a gross misinterpretation of its significance. As will be discussed later, the force 
coefficient parameter is the parameter which should carry much more weight for the 
envisioned application of a RAT for the BLDS. 
Given equation (3-51) for the ducted case, the power coefficient is a function of both 
the velocity ratio and the tip speed ratio; a plot of this equation can be seen in Figure 3-
9. 
 
Figure 3-9: Power Coefficient for Ducted Case w/Swirl. 
Figure 3-9 shows the power coefficient for the ducted case as a function of the tip speed 
ratio and the velocity ratio w/swirl. At a tip speed ratio above a value of 5 or so, there 




Figure 3-10: Power Coefficient for ducted Case w/Swirl @ distinct Tip Speed Ratios, X’s 
represent the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient occurs. 
Figure 3-10 shows the power coefficient for the ducted case w/swirl at tip speed ratios 
of 1, 3, and 5 as well as the no-swirl result, equation (2-17).  
It should be noted that for any velocity ratio, a lower tip speed ratio yields a lower value 
for the power coefficient for both the un-ducted and ducted cases seen in Figures (3-8) 
and (3-10), respectively. This is due to the relationship between the power extracted, 
moment acting on the AD/fluid flow, and angular velocity of the AD, seen in equation (3-
14). Because the swirl in the fluid flow downstream of the AD is due to the moment or 
torque acting on it, if the torque is decreased, the swirl downstream of the AD will also 
be decreased. In order to achieve a lower moment/torque acting on the AD for a given 
power output, the angular velocity of the AD needs to be increased accordingly. 
Additionally, from equation (3-17), the tip speed ratio is directly related to the angular 
velocity of the AD and the diameter of the AD. Due to this relationship, as the angular 
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velocity and/or the diameter of the AD increases, the tip speed ratio will also increase. 
This is an important result because it suggests that in order to decrease the effects of 
swirl, by increasing the angular velocity and/or diameter of the AD, decreases in power 
due to swirl can be minimized.  
From Figure 3-10, a tip speed ratio of approximately 5 will yield a solution with minimal 
differences from the no-swirl case. This suggests that an increase in the tip sped ratio 
above a value of about 5 would yield a minimal increase in the power output of the AD. 
The angular velocity and diameter of the AD should be chosen to achieve as high of a tip 
speed ratio as possible, below a value of 5, to minimize to the effects of swirl.  
When applying these equations to real-world problems, such as a RAT for BLDS, one 
would be interested in determining the relationship between the drag coefficient and 
the power coefficient. This relationship is characterized in the parameter called the 
force coefficient. For this application, the smallest value for the force coefficient is 
desired for both the un-ducted and ducted cases. Figures 3-11 and 3-12 show the force 
coefficient at distinct tip speed ratios for the un-ducted and ducted cases, equations (3-




Figure 3-11: Force Coefficient for Distinct Tip Speed Ratios, un-Ducted Case, X’s 
represent the velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. 
 
Figure 3-12: Force Coefficient for Distinct Tip speed Ratios, Ducted Case, X’s represent 
the velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. 
As the velocity ratio increases, the force coefficient decreases for any tip speed ratio. 
Additionally, as the tip speed ratio increases, the force coefficient decreases. This trend 
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intuitively makes sense based on the discussion for the power coefficient in Figures 3-8 
and 3-10.   
From these figures, the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient occurs is 
marked by a X. In these plots, it can be seen that a smaller value for the force coefficient 
will occur at velocity ratios larger than that which yields the maximum power coefficient 
(as marked by X).  Thus, the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient 
occurs is lower than the velocity ratio which yields the lowest drag for a specified power 
output.  
One important result to note when comparing the un-ducted case and the ducted cases 
is that for any tip speed ratio (except for no swirl, equivalent to an infinite tip speed 
ratio), the un-ducted case has a slightly smaller value for the force coefficient than the 
ducted case. This means that for any finite tip speed ratio, an un-ducted RAT would yield 
a slightly lower drag for a specified power output than a ducted RAT.  
This result suggests that minimum drag for a specified power output is achieved at large 
tip speed ratios and high velocity ratios for both the un-ducted and ducted cases. 
However, it should be noted that for any practical application, a velocity ratio 
approaching 1 will result in a vanishingly low power coefficient, implying that an 
unrealistically large disk area is needed to achieve a specified power. Additionally, an 
ever-increasing tip speed ratio is not feasible in real-world problems because the 
angular velocity and diameter of the AD may be constrained.  
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For any practical application, there is a point where increasing the tip speed ratio or 
velocity ratio results in diminishing returns. This can be seen in Figures 3-11 and 3-12 
where changes in the tip speed ratio or velocity ratio results in minimal changes in the 
force coefficient. This can be seen by comparing the difference in the force coefficient 
for tip speed ratio equal to 5 and the no-swirl case. Essentially, by increasing the tip 
speed ratio past a value equal to 5, there is a point where the decrease in the force 
coefficient is negligible (within approximately 1% of the no-swirl value). Likewise, as the 
velocity ratio increases past a value of approximately 0.8, the decrease in the force 
coefficient will also become negligible. This result, that tip speed ratios above 5 result in 
minimal swirl effects, agrees with the known behavior of real wind turbines, discussed 
by David Wood15.  
The relative efficiency provides insight into how the power extracted, at distinct tip 
speed ratios, changes with respect to the power extracted in the no swirl case as a 
function of the velocity ratio. Intuitively, the relative efficiency will range between a 
value of zero and one, where a value of zero signifies that all the energy in the fluid flow 
that could have be extracted for work can no longer be extracted as usable work due to 
the effects of swirl. Conversely, a value of one signifies that no energy in the fluid flow 




Figure 3-13: Relative Efficiency for Un-ducted Case w/swirl, X’s represent the velocity 
ratio of the maximum power coefficient. 
 
Figure 3-14: Relative Efficiency for Ducted Case w/swirl, X’s represent the velocity ratio 
of the maximum power coefficient. 
Figures 3-13 and 3-14 show the relative efficiency for the un-ducted and ducted cases 
w/swirl as a function of the velocity ratio, equations (3-28) and (3-57) respectively.  
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One interesting trend worth noting is that regardless of the tip speed ratio, at velocity 
ratios of approximately 0.4 or lower, changes in the relative efficiency are negligible and 
of a low magnitude. Conversely, at larger velocity ratios than approximately 0.4, 
changes in the relative efficiency are larger and increasing in magnitude.  
When comparing the trends seen in Figures 3-13 and 3-14, at any same tip speed ratio 
and velocity ratio, the relative efficiency for the un-ducted case is larger than the ducted 
case. This suggests that the effects due to swirl will be greater in the ducted case than 
the un-ducted case.  
All in all, for the un-ducted and ducted cases w/swirl, larger tip speed ratios and larger 
velocity ratios resulted in lower values for the force coefficient and larger values for the 
relative efficiency. Additionally, the un-ducted case, for any identical tip speed ratio and 
velocity ratio, yielded a slightly lower force coefficient and larger relative efficiency than 
the ducted case, with the exception of trivial cases. Therefore, an un-ducted AD 
operating at a larger tip speed ratio and velocity ratio is preferred when accounting for 
swirl and minimum drag for a certain power output is desired.  
Note that this conclusion differs from the no-swirl conclusions in Chapter 2 where the 
trends for the force coefficient were identical between the un-ducted and ducted cases, 
resulting in no preference between the un-ducted or un-ducted AD’s. Also note that this 
conclusion does not take into consideration the relationship between the velocity ratio, 
turbine area, and turbine angular velocity. For practical purposes, such as using a RAT to 
power the BLDS, a balance between these parameters is extremely important. This 
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application will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 5 which will yield a slightly 
different conclusion for the model w/swirl.  
This chapter explored the effects of swirl on the parameters of importance for an 
energy-extractor for use powering the BLDS. Chapter 4 will incorporate losses due to 
viscosity into a modified actuator disk model to predict the effects of viscosity on the 




4. MOMENTUM THEORY W/VISCOUS LOSSES 
As stated in the previous Chapter, the Simple Momentum Theory traditionally only 
accounted for the axial component of velocity of the fluid flow and does not account for 
losses due to viscosity of the fluid. In this analysis, the losses due to viscosity will be 
assumed to occur only at the AD and will be incorporated into the theory using an 
assumed loss coefficient. The loss term will be the product of the dynamic pressure 
computed from the axial velocity at the disk ratio times the loss coefficient. The 
equations in this chapter will be developed from work on the CADT for the un-ducted 
case and on the Simple Momentum Theory for the ducted case with the inclusion of 
losses due to the effects of viscosity in the Conservation of Energy relations.  
4.1. Un-Ducted Energy Extractor – w/Viscous Losses: 
 
Figure 4-1: Schematic of un-ducted Case w/losses due to Viscous Forces. Location 0 = 
freestream inlet. Location 2 = cross-section directly before the AD. Location D = AD 
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itself. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far 
downstream of AD. 
The schematic for the streamtube for the un-ducted case with the inclusion of losses 
due to viscous forces can be seen in Figure 4-1 and is identical to that for the CADT un-
ducted case seen in Figure 1-6.  
Many of the assumptions from the CADT un-ducted case are still valid in this analysis 
with the notable except that the fluid is not assumed to be inviscid. 
Modifications/alterations to the assumptions for un-ducted case w/losses due to 
viscosity can be seen below: 
- Viscous effects cause dissipation of energy modeled using a loss coefficient 
- Actuator Disk has the following attributes: 
• Losses occur only at the disk and in proportion to the dynamic pressure 
computed based on the axial velocity at the disk 
The results from the Laws of Conservation of Mass and Momentum from CADT un-
ducted case are still valid and therefore unchanged. The result for the mass flowrate can 
be seen in equation (1-5). The result for the drag and drag coefficient can be seen in 
equations (1-12) and (1-23), respectively.  
Equations for the power extracted from the fluid by the AD with the inclusion of losses 
due to viscosity can be determined by applying the Law of Conservation of Energy 
between sections 0 and 4.  
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Note: The application of Conservation of Energy is where CADT differs from the model 
w/losses due to viscosity.  
 
Figure 4-2: Schematic for Conservation of Energy Control Volume for Un-ducted Case 
w/losses due to Viscous Forces. Location 0 = freestream inlet. Location 2 = cross-section 
directly before the AD. Location D = AD itself. Location 3 = cross-section directly after 
the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far downstream of AD. 
The term which accounts for the losses due to viscosity can be seen in the third term in 











 𝐾𝐿 = 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡    

















For the Simple Momentum Theory un-ducted case, without the inclusion of losses due 
to viscosity, the power extracted can be seen in (1-20).  
Note: The first 2 terms in equation (4-2) yield an identical expression to that found in 
equation (1-20).  
The following equation for the power output can be expressed in terms of the loss 












The expression for the power coefficient can be seen in equation (1-24). Using this 






















The result for 𝐶𝑃 intuitively agrees with what is expected. With a loss coefficient equal 
to zero, the expression of 𝐶𝑃 would be the same as the CADT result. As the loss 
coefficient increases, the 𝐶𝑃 will decrease. Additionally, as the velocity ratio increases, 
the loss term will increase resulting in a relatively larger decrease in power coefficient 
and power extracted for given oncoming conditions and disk area. 
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It may be of interest to find the maximum value for the power coefficient at any loss 
coefficient or velocity ratio. Hence, the partial differential expressions for the power 
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) − 4) (4-6) 
From these trends, it is also important to note that there could be scenarios where the 
loss term dominates the non-loss term resulting in a negative value for 𝐶𝑃. This will 
occur with large loss coefficients and at large velocity ratio values. These trends will be 
discussed in further detail in the later sections.  
The force coefficient, which is a ratio of the drag coefficient and the power coefficient, 
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Similar to the discussion about the power coefficient, it can be seen that when the loss 
coefficient and/or the velocity ratio is large, the force coefficient could be less than 1 or 
even negative. This will be discussed in further detail in a later section. 
The relative efficiency (𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙) represents the ratio of the power extracted with losses to 
the Power extracted without losses as can be seen in equation (3-26). Alternatively, for 
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the un-ducted case, the relative efficiency can be expressed in terms of the power 
coefficient seen in equation (3-27). Therefore, the relative efficiency for the specific un-
ducted case with losses due to the effects of viscosity is as follows by combining 
equations (4-3) and (1-5) to get equation (4-8).  
 
𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙 =




















Table 4-1 is a summary of the equations of importance for the un-ducted case w/losses 
due to viscous forces. For purposes of plotting equations in Table 4-1, MATLAB code can 











Table 4-1: Summary of Equations for Un-ducted Case w/losses due to Viscosity 
Equation Eq # 
?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢2𝑆2 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢3𝑆3 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4  (1-5) 
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4.2. Ducted Energy Extractor – w/Viscous Losses: 
 
Figure 4-3: Schematic of Ducted Case w/losses due to Viscous Forces. Location 0 = 
freestream inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the duct. Location 2 = cross-section directly before 
the AD. Location D = AD. Location 3 = cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = 
cross-section far downstream of AD and duct. 
The schematic for the streamtube for the ducted case with the inclusion of losses due to 
viscous forces is identical to that for the Simple Momentum Theory ducted case seen in 
Figure 2-1.  
Many of the assumptions for the Simple Momentum Theory ducted case are still valid in 
this analysis with the notable except that the fluid is not assumed to be inviscid. 
Modifies/altered assumptions for ducted case w/losses due to viscosity: 
- Viscous effects cause dissipation of energy modeled using a loss coefficient 
- Actuator Disk has the following attributes: 
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• Losses occur only at the disk and in proportion to the dynamic pressure 
computed based on the axial velocity at the disk 
The results from the Laws of Conservation of Mass and Momentum from the Simple 
Momentum Theory ducted case are still valid and therefore unchanged. The result for 
the mass flowrate can be seen in equation (2-7). The result for the drag and drag 
coefficient can be seen in equations (2-10) and (2-16), respectively.  
Equations for the power extracted from the fluid by the AD with the inclusion of losses 
due to viscous forces can be determined by applying the Law of Conservation of Energy 
between sections 0 and 4. 
Note: The application of Conservation of Energy is where the Simple Momentum Theory 
for the ducted case differs from the model w/losses due to viscosity.  
 
Figure 4-4: Schematic for Conservation of Energy Control Volume for Ducted Case 
w/losses due to Viscous Forces. Location 0 = freestream inlet. Location 1 = inlet to the 
duct. Location 2 = cross-section directly before the AD. Location D = AD. Location 3 = 
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cross-section directly after the AD. Location 4 = cross-section far downstream of AD and 
duct. 



























For the Simple Momentum Theory ducted case, without the inclusion of losses due to 
viscosity, the power extracted can be seen in (2-15).  
Note: The first 2 terms in equation (4-10) yields an identical expression to that found in 
equation (2-15).  
The following equation for the power output can be expressed in terms of the loss 












Given equation (1-24) for the power coefficient, the power coefficient with losses for 


















Similarly to the un-ducted case w/losses due to viscous forces, the result for 𝐶𝑃 
intuitively agrees with what is expected. With a loss coefficient equal to zero, the 𝐶𝑃 
value would be the same as the simple Momentum Theory for the ducted case result. As 
the loss coefficient increases, the 𝐶𝑃 will decrease. Additionally, as the velocity ratio 
increases, the loss term will increase resulting in a decrease in 𝑍. 
It may be of interest to find the maximum value for the power coefficient at any loss 
coefficient or velocity ratio. Due to this, the partial differential expressions for the 




















From these trends, it is also important to note that there could be scenarios where the 
loss term dominates the non-loss term resulting in a negative value for 𝐶𝑃. This occurs 
with a large loss coefficient and at large velocity ratio values. These trends will be 
discussed in further detail in the later sections.  
The force coefficient, which is a ratio of the drag coefficient and the power coefficient, 
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Similarly to the previous section and the discussion about the power coefficient, it can 
be seen that when the loss coefficient and/or the velocity ratio is large, the force 
coefficient could be less than 1 or even a negative. This will be discussed in further 
detail in the following section.  
The relative efficiency (𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑙) represents the ratio of the power extracted with losses to 
the Power extracted without losses as can be seen in equation (3-26). Alternatively, for 
the ducted case, the relative efficiency can be expressed in terms of the power 
coefficient seen in equation (3-56). Therefore, the relative efficiency for the specific 
ducted case with losses due to the effects of viscosity is as follows by combining 

























2  (4-16) 
Table 4-2 is a summary of the equations of importance for the ducted case w/losses due 
to viscous forces. For purposes of plotting equations in Table 4-2, MATLAB code can be 





Table 4-2: Summary of Equations for Ducted case w/losses due to Viscosity 
Equation Eq # 
?̇? =  𝜌𝑢0𝑆0 =  𝜌𝑢𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  𝜌𝑢4𝑆4  (2-7) 
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2  (4-16) 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion – w/Viscous Losses: 
As mentioned previously, the inclusion of viscous losses into the CADT for the un-ducted 
case and the simple momentum theory for the ducted case does not change the 
relations for drag or drag coefficient. Because of this, the plots of the drag coefficient for 
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the un-ducted and ducted cases are identical to Figure 1-3, seen below. The trends seen 
in Figure 4-1 have been discussed and can be referenced in section 1.4.  
 
Figure 4-5: Plot of the Drag Coefficients for the Un-ducted and Ducted Cases w/losses 
due to Viscous Forces. 
The inclusion of losses due to viscosity into the Simple Momentum Theory essentially 
only effects the power coefficient, force coefficient, and relative efficiency terms.  
Equations (4-4) and (4-12) represent the power coefficient from the energy extractor for 
the un-ducted and ducted cases, respectively. These equation in their current form 
shows the term with no losses due to viscous forces on the left and the term w/losses 
due to viscous forces on the right. The power coefficient can be seen in Figures 4-6 and 





Figure 4-6: Power Coefficient for Un-ducted case w/losses due to viscous forces. Red X’s 
= velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. 
 
Figure 4-7: Power Coefficient for Ducted case w/losses due to viscous forces. Red X’s = 
velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. 
As the loss coefficient, 𝐾𝐿, increases, the power coefficient will decrease for any velocity 
ratio, in agreement with what one might intuitively predict would occur. One interesting 
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scenario might arise where the combination of the loss coefficient and the velocity ratio 
are large enough to create a negative value for the power coefficient. Physically, this 
scenario has no “real-world” meaning because a power coefficient with a value less than 
zero suggests that energy was input into the system per unit time. It can be argued that 
this is not a realistic operating condition for an energy extractor and therefore any 
negative values for the power coefficient should not be considered. This reasoning not 
only applies to the power coefficient directly, but also the force coefficient and relative 
efficiency parameters by extension. For example, in Figure 4-6 for the un-ducted case 
with a loss coefficient of 0.5, the power coefficient will reach a value of zero at 
approximately a velocity ratio of 0.77. This means that for this particular loss coefficient, 
operation at or above a velocity ratio of 0.77 holds no physical meaning and should not 




Figure 4-8: Force Coefficient for the Un-ducted case w/losses due to viscous forces. Red 
X’s = velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. Black X’s = velocity ratio of the 
minimum force coefficient. 
 
Figure 4-9: Force Coefficient for the Ducted case w/losses due to viscous forces. Red X’s 
= velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. Black X’s = velocity ratio of the 
minimum force coefficient. 
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The force coefficient is the ratio of the drag and power coefficients. Because of this, the 
force coefficient is composed of a term with the loss coefficient as seen in equations (4-
7) and (4-15) for the un-ducted and ducted cases. These trends can be seen in Figure 4-8 
and Figure 4-9 for the un-ducted case and ducted case, respectively.   
As discussed previously, as the loss coefficient term increases, the power coefficient 
term will decrease. In general, one would expect the value of the force coefficient to 
increase as the loss coefficient increases because, in essence, more energy per unit time 
would be lost to viscous forces. However, under certain combinations of the velocity 
ratio and loss coefficient, this may not be the case. One would expect to find a minimum 
value for the force coefficient as the loss term begins to dominate the non-loss term in 
the power coefficient equation. Because of this, there should be a velocity ratio at which 
the force coefficient is at a minimum value for any non-zero loss coefficient. This is an 
important result because if minimum drag for a specified power output is desired, there 
will be a specific velocity ratio for any non-zero loss coefficient which meets that 
achieves that goal. By examining Figures 4-8 and 4-9 above, the minimum value for the 
force coefficient also occurs at smaller velocity ratios as the loss coefficient increases. 
This trend occurs because the loss term will dominate the non-loss term in the power 
coefficient at lower velocity ratios as the loss coefficient increases.  
The minimum value for the force coefficient for a particular loss coefficient represents 
the lowest ratio between the drag coefficient and power coefficient. For these reasons, 
the magnitude of the force coefficient and the velocity ratio at which it occurs would be 
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of interest when determining the optimal operating conditions for a RAT to power the 
BLDS system. 
When looking at the velocity ratio at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for 
the un-ducted case, in Figure 4-8, the velocity ratio at which the minimum force 
coefficient occurs is always greater than that for the maximum power coefficient. The 
same conclusion cannot be drawn for the ducted case, in Figure 4-9, where the velocity 
ratio which the minimum force coefficient occurs may be greater than or less than that 
for the maximum power coefficient, depending on the value of the loss coefficient (𝐾𝐿). 
Another trend which appears when comparing the un-ducted to the ducted case is that 
for the same loss coefficient, the ducted case will yield a minimum force coefficient 
lower in magnitude than the un-ducted case. Additionally, the velocity ratio at which the 
minimum force coefficient occurs for the ducted case is greater than the un-ducted 
case. Based on this parameter, the ducted case with a low loss coefficient and a velocity 
ratio at which the lowest force coefficient occurs would be provide minimum amount of 
drag for a specified power output.  
The relative efficiency represents the ratio of the power extracted w/losses due to 
viscous forces to the power extracted w/o-losses. This can be seen in equations (4-8) 
and (4-16) for the un-ducted and ducted cases, respectively, and plotted in Figures 4-10 




Figure 4-10: Relative Efficiency for the Un-Ducted Case w/losses Due to Viscous Forces. 
Red X’s = velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. Black X’s = velocity ratio of 
the minimum force coefficient. 
 
Figure 4-11: Relative Efficiency for the Ducted Case w/losses Due to Viscous Forces. Red 
X’s = velocity ratio of the maximum power coefficient. Black X’s = velocity ratio of the 
minimum force coefficient. 
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In Figures 4-10 and 4-11 for the un-ducted and ducted cases, it can be seen that as the 
loss coefficient and/or the velocity ratio increases, the relative efficiency decreases. This 
trend intuitively makes sense because the term which accounts for losses due to the 
effect of viscosity is a function of the velocity ratio and loss coefficient, equations (4-1) 
and (4-9). As the velocity ratio or loss coefficient increase, the losses due to viscosity will 
begin to dominate the non-loss term until all the power available in the fluid flow was 
“lost” to viscous forces. This can be seen when the relative efficiency is equal to zero. At 
this point, any further increase in the velocity ratio holds no physical meaning.  
One interesting trend between relative efficiencies for the un-ducted and ducted case is 
that for the same loss coefficient and velocity ratio, the ducted case will yield a larger 
relative efficiency than the un-ducted case.  
For the model w/losses due to viscous forces, larger loss coefficients and velocity ratios 
yield larger losses. Additionally, the ducted case, for any identical loss coefficient and 
velocity ratio, will yield a lower force coefficient and larger relative efficiency than the 
un-ducted case. Therefore, a ducted AD operating at a lower loss coefficient and at the 
velocity ratio which minimizes the force coefficient is ideal when accounting for losses 
due to viscous forces where minimum drag for a specified power output is desired. 
Note This conclusion does not take into consideration the relationship between the 
velocity ratio and the turbine area. For practical purposes, such as using a RAT to power 
the BLDS, this relationship is extremely important. This application will be discussed in 
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further detail in Chapter 5 which will yield a slightly different conclusion for the model 
w/losses.  
All in all, this chapter commented on the similarities and differences between the un-
ducted and ducted cases for a basic model including viscous losses. This chapter 
explored the effects of viscous forces on the parameters of importance for an energy-
extractor for use powering the BLDS. Chapter 5 will discuss the similarities and 
differences between the Simple Momentum Theory model, model w/swirl, and model 
w/viscous losses along with their impact on determining the operating conditions 
necessary to achieve minimum drag with an energy-extractor of specified power output.  
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5. APPLICATION: RAM AIR TURBINE FOR BLDS 
Throughout the results and discussion sections of the various loss models, the 
application of this work toward use with the BLDS has been briefly discussed. These 
discussions primarily explored the similarities and difference between the un-ducted 
and ducted case for each model, with limited discussion on the similarities and 
difference between the models, namely, the CADT/Simple Momentum Theory (simple 
model), model with the effects of swirl (model w/swirl), and model with losses due to 
viscosity (model w/losses).  
This chapter will explore the application for the different theories toward use with the 
BLDS for both the un-ducted and ducted cases. The similarities and differences between 
the force coefficient and relative efficiency for the different models will be discussed at 
a tip speed ratio of 1.345 or a loss coefficient of 0.3. A tip speed ratio of 1.345 was 
chosen based on design parameters from BLDS Heating6 for the BLDS-RAT where the 
minimum design rpm of the generator was 83,000 rpm, turbine diameter was 1.3”, and 
the freestream velocity was 350 ft/s.  
A loss coefficient of 0.3 was chosen based on the predicted power output for real 
energy extractors. The performance of existing energy-extractors indicates that they 
capable of achieving approximately 80-90% of the maximum power coefficient. Based 
on the trends seen in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 which show the relative efficiency of the 
energy-extractor as a function of the velocity ratio, a loss coefficient of 0.3 predicted 




Figure 5-1: Relative Efficiency for Different Models un-ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. 
Red X’s = velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ 
and 𝐾𝐿 values. Black asterisk = velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient 
occurs which only occurs for the model with losses. Vertical dashed lines represent the 




Figure 5-2: Relative Efficiency for Different Models Ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. Red 
X’s = velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ and 𝐾𝐿 
values. Black asterisk = velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient occurs 
which only occurs for the model with losses. Vertical dashed lines represent the 
minimum and maximum values of the velocity ratio range.  
As mentioned in previous chapters, application for these models should provide 
guidance in designing an energy-extractor used to power the BLDS where minimum drag 
for a specified power output is achieved while balancing the allowable turbine size/area.  
5.1. Application of Models for Un-ducted RAT for BLDS 
The equations and figures which predict the force coefficient of the different models can 
be seen in equations (2-2), (3-25), and (4-7), and Figures (2-5), (3-11), and (4-8) for the 
un-ducted Simple Momentum Theory model, un-ducted model w/swirl, and un-ducted 
model w/losses, respectively. By comparing the results for all three models, at large tip 
speed ratios or a loss coefficient of zero, all the solutions converge to that shown for the 
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simple model. This result intuitively makes sense, because the lack of swirl and/or losses 
due to viscosity should yield identical result to the simple model.   
One distinct difference between the model w/swirl and the model w/losses is the 
behavior of the force coefficient as the velocity ratio increases. For the model w/swirl, 
as the velocity ratio increases, the force coefficient converges to the Simple Momentum 
Theory model for any tip speed ratio. For the model w/losses, as the velocity ratio 
increases, the force coefficient reaches a minimum and then increases as it diverges 
from the Simple Momentum Theory model for any non-zero loss coefficient. When 
analyzing the force coefficient and power coefficient of a RAT for use with BLDS 
operating at a tip ratio of 1.345 in the model w/swirl and a loss coefficient of 0.3 in the 
model w/losses, the following trends can be seen in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 for the un-
ducted case, respectively. The MATLAB code used to generate all of the plots in this 




Figure 5-3: Force Coefficient for Different Models un-ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. Red 
X’s = velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ and 𝐾𝐿 
values. Black asterisk = velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient occurs 
which only occurs for the model with losses. Vertical dashed lines represent the 




Figure 5-4: Power Coefficient for Different Models un-ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. Red 
X’s = velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ and 𝐾𝐿 
values. Vertical dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum values of the 
velocity ratio range. 
Some important conclusions that can be drawn from the force coefficient for the un-
ducted case is the velocity ratio at which minimum drag is achieved. When the simple 
model and the model w/swirl are considered, a velocity ratio approaching 1 is desired to 
minimize drag for a specified power output, but when the effects of viscosity are 
considered, the minimum force coefficient occurs at a velocity ratio well below 1. These 
trends can be seen in Figure 5-3 and by analyzing equations (2-2, 3-25, and 4-7) for the 
force coefficient of an un-ducted energy-extractor for the simple model, model w/swirl, 
and model w/losses, respectively. 
For the un-ducted model w/losses, a velocity ratio larger than approximately 0.85 would 
result in a solution which all the approach flow kinetic energy is lost due to viscous 
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effects. For this model, there is a velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient 
occurs, which in this case for a loss coefficient of 0.3, is equal to approximately 0.477. 
When just considering the force coefficient to determine the operating conditions, this 
velocity ratio would be ideal. However, it can also be seen that a velocity ratio slightly 
greater or lower than 0.477 would still yield a fairly low force coefficient values. This 
suggests that for a real system where viscous losses are taken into consideration, the 
velocity ratio at which the system operates could potentially lie within a value of 0.2 and 
0.65. Operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.20 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.65 would result in 
9.5% and 8.15% increases in the force coefficient. Conversely, operation at velocity 
ratios outside of this range would result in even larger increases in the force coefficient, 
with respect to the minimum value. For example, operation at a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.15 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 would results in a 12.85% and a 17.02% increase in the force 
coefficient, respectively. From this analysis of the force coefficient, operation at velocity 
ratio closest to that which the minimum force coefficient occurs is preferable, where 
greater deviation from this value will result in a large drag for a specified power output.   
A plot of the power coefficient for an un-ducted energy-extractor can be seen in Figure 
5-4 for the simple model, model w/swirl, and model w/losses, respectively. When 
considering the effects of the power coefficient on overall results, the relationship 
between the power coefficient and the AD area is critical in this analysis. Because the 






, for the case where the power output, 
density, and inlet fluid velocity are constant, as the power coefficient decreases the area 
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of the AD must increase. Based on this analysis, it follows that the minimum required AD 
area for a specified power output is achieved when the power coefficient is maximized. 
When taking the velocity ratio range from the discussion about the force coefficient into 
consideration, operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.20 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.65 for the 
un-ducted model w/losses would result in a 0.31% and a 39.9% decrease in the power 
coefficient, respectively, from the value of the maximum power coefficient. Additionally, 
operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.15 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 would result in a 1.52% 
and a 51.35% decrease in the power coefficient, respectively. From this example, an 
increase in the velocity ratio from 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.65 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 would result in approximately 
a 11.5% decrease in the power coefficient, which correlates to approximately a 13% 
increase in the required AD area. A decrease in the velocity ratio from 
𝑢4
𝑢0




0.15 would result in approximately a 1% decrease in the power coefficient, which 
correlates to approximately a 1% increase in AD area. From this analysis, velocity ratio 
values closest to that which the maximum power coefficient occurs is preferable when 
minimizing the AD area. This relationship between the power coefficient and the area of 
the AD required to provide a specified power output will be important when 
determining the operating conditions that balance minimum drag for a specified power 
output with the allowable turbine area.  
The results from interpreting the force coefficient and power coefficient separately 
suggest that for applications with an un-ducted RAT used to power the BLDS, an 
iterative process is required to achieve minimum drag with a specified power output 
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while balancing the allowable turbine area and AD angular velocity (for the model 
w/swirl).  
For the un-ducted simple model and model w/swirl, operation at the velocity ratio at 
which the maximum power coefficient occurs provides a force coefficient of 
approximately 1.5 and 1.7098, respectively. The force coefficient can be reduced by 
increasing the velocity ratio to a value of approximately 0.8 which would result in a 
force coefficient of about 1.111 and 1.203, resulting in a 25.93% and 29.64% decrease in 
the force coefficient, respectively. However, this increase in the velocity ratio would also 
result in increased turbine areas which, at a certain size, may not be feasible for a RAT 
used to power the BLDS. For the simple model and model w/swirl, by iteratively 
increasing the velocity ratio to values above that which the maximum power coefficient 









= 0.363, respectively, the magnitude of the 
force coefficient can be decreased while balancing the allowable AD area. Additionally, 
to ensure that the angular velocity of the turbine AD is reasonable, the AD angular 
velocity can be determined using the tip speed ratio, inlet fluid velocity, and turbine AD 
area from the previous iteration cycle. This process should be repeated iteratively until 
the magnitude of the force coefficient, AD area, and AD angular velocity are balanced 
and reasonable for the system.  
For the model w/losses, a similar trend exists. For the loss coefficient used in this 
analysis, and most cases, the maximum power coefficient occurs at a lower velocity 
ratio than that which the minimum force coefficient occurs. By iteratively choosing 
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velocity ratios between that which the maximum power coefficient and minimum force 
coefficient occur, in this case between  
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.24 and 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.477, the magnitude of the 
force coefficient can be decreased while balancing the allowable turbine area.  
5.2. Application of Models for Ducted RAT for BLDS 
The equations and figures which predict the force coefficient of the different models can 
be seen in equations (2-21), (3-55), and (4-15), and Figures (2-5), (3-12), and (4-9) for the 
ducted Simple Momentum Theory model, ducted model w/swirl, and ducted model 
w/losses, respectively. By comparing the results for all three models, at large tip speed 
ratios or a loss coefficient of zero, all the solutions converge to that shown for the 
simple model. This result intuitively makes sense, because the lack of swirl and/or losses 
due to viscosity should yield identical result to the simple model.   
Note: Many of the trends and discussion for the un-ducted and ducted cases are 
identical. However, there are differences between the cases. Due to this, much of the 
discussion about the overall trends for the force and power coefficients can be 
referenced in the un-ducted section (section 5.1) and only the difference will be 
highlighted in this section.  
When analyzing the force coefficient and power coefficient of a RAT for use with BLDS 
operating at a tip ratio of 1.345 in the model w/swirl and a loss coefficient of 0.3 in the 
model w/losses, the following trends can be seen in Figures 5-5 and 5-6 for the ducted 




Figure 5-5: Force Coefficient for Different Models Ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. Red X’s 
= velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ and 𝐾𝐿  
values. Black asterisk = velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient occurs 
which only occurs for the model with losses. Vertical dashed lines represent the 




Figure 5-6: Power Coefficient for Different Models Ducted Case, λ=1.345, 𝐾𝐿=0.3. Red 
X’s = velocity ratios at which the maximum power coefficient occurs for specific λ and 𝐾𝐿 
values. Vertical dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum values of the 
velocity ratio range. 
Some important conclusions that can be drawn from the force coefficient for the ducted 
case is the velocity ratio at which minimum drag is achieved. The conclusions about the 
force coefficient for the ducted simple model and ducted model w/swirl are identical to 
that for the un-ducted case. These trends can be seen in Figure 5-5 and by analyzing 
equations (2-21, 3-55, and 4-15) for the force coefficient of a ducted energy-extractor 
for the simple model, model w/swirl, and model w/losses, respectively. 
For the ducted model w/losses, a velocity ratio larger than approximately 0.88 would 
result in a solution which all the approach flow kinetic energy is lost due to viscous 
effects. For this model, there is a velocity ratio at which the minimum force coefficient 






0.52. When just considering the force coefficient to determine the operating conditions, 
this velocity ratio would be ideal. However, it can also be seen that a velocity ratio 
slightly greater or lower than 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.52 would still yield a fairly low force coefficient 
values. This suggests that for a real system where viscous losses are taken into 
consideration, the velocity ratio at which the system operates could potentially lie 
within a value of 0.25 and 0.70. Operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.25 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 would result in 10.53% and 10.24% increases in the force coefficient. 
Conversely, operation at velocity ratios outside of this range would result in even larger 
increases in the force coefficient, with respect to the minimum value. For example, 
operation at a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.20 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.75 would results in a 14.25% 
and 22.44% increase in the force coefficient, respectively. From this analysis of the force 




= 0.526) is preferable, where greater deviation from this value 
will result in a large drag for a specified power output.   
A plot of the power coefficient for a ducted energy-extractor can be seen in Figure 5-6 
for the simple model, model w/swirl, and model w/losses, respectively. The relationship 
between the power coefficient and the turbine area for the ducted case is identical to 
that for the un-ducted case, where minimum turbine area is achieved when the power 
coefficient is maximized.  
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When taking the velocity ratio range from the discussion about the force coefficient into 
consideration, operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.25 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 for the 
ducted model w/losses would result in a 31.99% and a 24.68% decrease in the power 
coefficient, respectively, from the value of the maximum power coefficient. Additionally, 
operation over a velocity ratio range of 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.20 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.75 would result in a 43.87% 
and a 40.23% decrease in the power coefficient, respectively. From this example, an 
increase in the velocity ratio from 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.70 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.75 would result in approximately 
a 15.55% decrease in the power coefficient, which correlates to approximately a 18.4% 
increase in the required turbine area. A decrease in the velocity ratio from 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.25 to 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.20 would result in approximately a 11.88% decrease in the power coefficient, 
which correlates to approximately a 13.5% increase in turbine area. Identical to the un-
ducted case, choosing velocity ratio values closest to that which the maximum power 
coefficient occurs is preferable when minimizing the turbine area. This relationship 
between the power coefficient and the area of the turbine required to provide a 
specified power output will be important when determining the operating conditions 
that balance minimum drag for a specified power output with the allowable turbine 
area.  
Similar to the un-ducted case, the results from interpreting the force coefficient and 
power coefficient separately for the ducted case suggest that for applications with a 
ducted RAT used to power the BLDS, an iterative process is required to achieve 
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minimum drag with a specified power output while balancing the allowable turbine area 
and AD angular velocity (for the model w/swirl). 
For the ducted simple model and model w/swirl, operation at the velocity ratio at which 
the maximum power coefficient occurs provides a force coefficient of approximately 
1.2680 and 1.5246, respectively. The force coefficient can be reduced by increasing the 
velocity ratio to a value of approximately 0.8 which would result in a force coefficient of 
about 1.111 and 1.2673, resulting in a 12.37% and a 16.88% decrease in the force 
coefficient, respectively. However, this increase in the velocity ratio would also result in 
increased turbine areas which, at a certain size, may not be feasible for a RAT used to 
power the BLDS. For the simple model and model w/swirl, by iteratively increasing the 
velocity ratio to values above that which the maximum power coefficient occurs, in this 









= 0.61, respectively, the magnitude of the force coefficient 
can be decreased while balancing the allowable AD area. Additionally, identical to the 
un-ducted case, to ensure that the angular velocity of the turbine AD is reasonable, this 
AD angular velocity can be determined using the tip speed ratio, inlet fluid velocity, and 
turbine AD area from the previous iteration cycle. This process should be repeated 
iteratively until the magnitude of the force coefficient, AD area, and AD angular velocity 
are balanced and reasonable for the system. 
For the model w/losses, a similar trend exists. For the loss coefficient used in this 
analysis, and most cases, the maximum power coefficient occurs at a lower velocity 
ratio than that which the minimum force coefficient occurs.  
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Note: When the value for the loss coefficient is high, the minimum force coefficient will 
occur at a lower velocity ratio than the maximum power coefficient. For example, a loss 
coefficient of 0.5 for the ducted case will yield this result. This result does not occur with 
a loss coefficient of 0.3.  
By iteratively choosing velocity ratios between that which the maximum power 
coefficient and minimum force coefficient occur, in this case between  
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.506 and 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.52, the magnitude of the force coefficient can be decreased while balancing the 




6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Classic Actuator Disk Theory is a model that predicts the performance of an energy-
extracting devices, such as a RAT, by applying the principles of Conservation of Mass, 
Momentum, and Energy to the fluid flow. In this theory, the CADT assumes that the fluid 
flow is inviscid, steady, 1-D, and incompressible. Because the effects of swirl and 
viscosity have real and significant effects in real applications, this thesis extends the 
CADT and Simple Momentum Theory to include the effects of swirl and losses due to 
viscosity. This work is aimed toward determining the operating conditions of an energy-
extractor, such as a RAT for the BLDS, where minimum drag for a specified power 
output is achieved. This Chapter will summarize the results and important conclusions 
from the Simple Momentum model, model w/swirl, and model w/losses as well as 
provide suggestion/recommendations for future work.  
6.1. Conclusions 
This section summarizes and highlights the important relationships, trends, and 
conclusions from the CADT/Simple Momentum Theory, model w/swirl, and model 
w/losses.  
6.1.1. CADT and Simple Momentum Theory Conclusion 







At this velocity ratio, the maximum amount of usable power that can be 
extracted from the fluid flow is 59.3% of the power in the fluid flow. This 
conclusion agrees with what is known as the Betz Limit11. Because of the 
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relationship between the power coefficient and the area of a turbine, for a 
specified power output, the minimum turbine area is achieved at this velocity 
ratio for a specified power output.   




and a minimum drag coefficient at 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 1. This suggests that as the velocity ratio 
increases the drag would be reduced.  







At this velocity ratio, the maximum amount of usable power that can be 
extracted from the fluid flow is 38.5% of the power in the fluid flow. Because of 
the relationship between the power coefficient and the area of a turbine, for a 
specified power output, the minimum turbine area is achieved at this velocity 
ratio.   






 and a 
minimum drag coefficient at 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0 and 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 1.  
5.  The expression of the force coefficient for the un-ducted and ducted cases are 
identical. The un-ducted and ducted cases reach a minimum force coefficient at 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 1. This suggests that minimum drag for a specified power output occurs at 
larger velocity ratios for the CADT and Simple Momentum Theory. 
6. To achieve minimum drag for a specified power output while balancing the 
turbine area, an iterative process is required between the velocity ratio at which 
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 for the ducted case) and 
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 1.  
6.1.2. Model w/swirl Conclusion 
1. The un-ducted and ducted cases for the model w/swirl at large tip speed ratios 
are identical to the CADT and Simple Momentum Theory models. This suggests 
that at large tip speed ratios, there are essentially no effects due to swirl.  
2. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the drag and drag coefficient will not 
change as the tip speed ratio changes and will therefore not be affected by the 
inclusion of swirl.  
3. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the power coefficient will decrease as the 
tip speed ratio decreases for any velocity ratio. This suggests that the amount of 
usable power that can be extracted from the fluid flow will decrease as the tip 
speed ratio decreases. Based on the results, at or above a tip speed ratio of 5 
would result in negligible differences between the model w/swirl and Simple 
Momentum Theory model.  
4. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the force coefficient will increase as the tip 
speed ratio decreases for any velocity ratio. Additionally, the force coefficient 
will decrease as the velocity ratio increases for any tip speed ratio. This suggests 
that the minimum ratio of drag to power output will occur at larger tip speed 




5. For any identical velocity ratio and tip speed ratio, the force coefficient for the 
un-ducted case will be lower than the ducted case. 
6. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the relative efficiency will decrease as the 
tip speed ratio decreases. Additionally, the relative efficiency will increase as the 
velocity ratio increases. This suggests that the effects due to swirl will decrease 
at large tips speed ratios and large velocity ratios.  
7. For any identical velocity ratio and tip speed ratio, the relative efficiency for the 
un-ducted case will be larger than the ducted case. This suggests that the un-
ducted case will experience fewer effects due to swirl than the ducted case.  
8. For real-systems where an infinite tip speed ratio cannot be achieved, operation 
at a tip speed ratio of approximately 5 would minimize the effects of swirl. Tip 
speed ratios much larger than 5 would require an extremely large diameter AD 
and/or an AD with a large angular velocity which may have real-world 
consequences.  
9. To achieve a balance between achieving minimum drag for a specified power 
output, turbine AD area, and turbine AD angular velocity, a large tip speed ratio 
should be chosen (no larger than 5) and the velocity ratio should be iteratively 
increased to values above that which the maximum power coefficient occurs (no 
larger than 0.8). Additionally, to ensure that the angular velocity of the turbine 
AD is reasonable, the AD angular velocity can be determined using the tip speed 
ratio, inlet fluid velocity, and turbine AD area from the previous iteration cycle. 
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This process should be repeated until the magnitude of the force coefficient, AD 
area, and AD angular velocity are balanced and reasonable for the system. 
6.1.3. Model w/losses Conclusion 
1. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the drag/drag coefficient will not change as 
the loss coefficient changes. This suggests that the drag on the AD will not be 
affected by the inclusion of losses due to viscosity. In fact, the expressions for 
the drag are identical to those for the CADT and Simple Momentum Theory.  
2. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the power coefficient will decrease as the 
loss coefficient increases for any velocity ratio. For a non-zero loss coefficient, 
there will be a velocity ratio at which the power coefficient becomes a negative 
value. This result holds no physical meaning for any real-system because it 
represents a situation where more energy is lost due to viscosity than could be 
extracted from the fluid flow.  
3. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the force coefficient will increase as the loss 
coefficient increases at any velocity ratio. Additionally, for any non-zero loss 
coefficient there will be a minimum force coefficient. 
4. For any identical velocity ratio and loss coefficient, the force coefficient for the 
ducted case will be lower than the un-ducted case. 
5. For any non-zero value for the loss coefficient, the velocity ratio at which the 
minimum force coefficient occurs will usually be larger than the velocity ratio at 
which the maximum power coefficient occurs, which can be seen in Figures 4-8 
and 4-9, but not always. This suggests that for the un-ducted case, the point 
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where minimum drag for a specified power output is achieved occurs at a 
velocity ratio larger than where the energy-extractor has the largest power 
coefficient. The same conclusion cannot be drawn for the ducted case where 
minimum drag for a specified power output may be achieved at a velocity ratio 
lower than that which the maximum power coefficient occurs, depending on the 
loss coefficient.  
6. For the un-ducted and ducted cases, the relative efficiency will decrease as the 
loss coefficient increases. Additionally, the relative efficiency will decrease as the 
velocity ratio increases. For both the un-ducted and ducted cases, there will be a 
velocity ratio at which the relative efficiency will become negative values. Once 
again, this represents a scenario where the system no longer holds physical 
meaning because it would suggest that more power was lost due to viscosity 
than could be extracted from the fluid flow.  
7. For any identical velocity ratio and loss coefficient, the relative efficiency for the 
ducted case will be larger than the un-ducted case. This suggests that the ducted 
case will have fewer losses due to the effects of viscosity than the un-ducted 
case. 
8. When only minimum drag for a specified power output is desired, a ducted 
energy-extractor operating at a low loss coefficient and a velocity ratio at which 
the minimum force coefficient occurs should be obtained.  
9. To achieve a balance between achieving minimum drag for a specified power 
output and turbine AD area, a small loss coefficient should be chosen (ideally) 
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and the velocity ratio should be iteratively chosen between that which the 
maximum power coefficient and minimum force coefficient occur. For use of RAT 
to power the BLDS, where the loss coefficient was equal to 0.3, this velocity ratio 
range is between  
𝑢4
𝑢0
= 0.24 and 
𝑢4
𝑢0







= 0.52 for the ducted case.  
6.2. Recommendations 
Given the assumptions for the model with losses due to viscosity, when determining the 
relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the AD, only the component of the fluid 
velocity along the major axis of the AD at the AD was used. This analysis did not account 
for a tangential component of the fluid with respect to the AD due to swirl and/or the 
angular velocity of the AD. The addition of the tangential component of the relative fluid 
velocity with respect to the AD could be analyzed and added to the model with viscosity 
in future work. Similar to the model w/swirl, pursuing this addition would most likely 
add another variable (tip speed ratio) into the equations.  
Additional work could be to pursue a Blade Element Theory (B.E.T.) study which would 
validate the drag/power results and use B.E.T. to design a turbine specific turbine for 
the BLDS application. Additionally, because this work was completed theoretically, 
future work could focus on implementation of the theory in real-world applications to 
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A. MATLAB code for CADT and Simple Momentum Theory 
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MATLAB code for CADT and Simple Momentum Theory 








number = 1001; 
 
U_ratio_min = 0; 
U_ratio_max = 0.99; 
U_ratio = linspace(U_ratio_min, U_ratio_max, number); 
 
Lambda_min = 0; 
Lambda_max = 10; 
Lambda = linspace(Lambda_min, Lambda_max, number); 
 
Lambda_spec = [0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, pi, 1000]; 
Drag coefficient for unducted and ducted Cases 
Cd_unducted = 1-(U_ratio.^2); 
 






% title('Drag Coefficent (C_d)') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
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% title('Drag Coefficent (C_d)') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 








Power Coefficient for unducted and ducted case 
Cp_unducted = (1/2).*(U_ratio + 1).*(1-(U_ratio.^2)); 
Cp_ducted = U_ratio.*(1-(U_ratio.^2)); 
 
[Max_Cp_unducted, Index_Cp_unducted] = max(Cp_unducted); 






plot(U_ratio(Index_Cp_unducted), Max_Cp_unducted, 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(Index_Cp_ducted), Max_Cp_ducted, 'xk','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
% title('Power Coefficent (C_p)') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 








% title('Power Coefficent (C_p)') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
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Induced Efficiency for the unducted and ducted case 
eta_unducted = Cd_unducted./Cp_unducted; 
eta_ducted = Cd_ducted./Cp_ducted; 
 
[M1,I1] = max(Cp_unducted); 






plot(U_ratio(I1), eta_unducted(I1), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',20) 
plot(U_ratio(I2), eta_ducted(I2), 'xk','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',20) 
% title('induced efficiency') 













B. MATLAB code for ADT Model w/Swirl 
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number = 101; 
 
U_ratio_min = 0; 
U_ratio_max = 0.99; 
U_ratio = linspace(U_ratio_min, U_ratio_max, number); 
 
Lambda_min = 0; 
Lambda_max = 10; 
Lambda = linspace(Lambda_min, Lambda_max, number); 
 
Lambda_spec = [1, 3, 5, 1000]; 
Drag Coefficient for unducted and ducted Cases 
Cd_unducted = 1-(U_ratio.^2); 
 










% title('Drag Coefficent (C_d) w/Swirl') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 






Power Coefficient for unducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        A(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j))*Lambda(i)^2; 
        B(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j))^2; 
        C(i,j) = Lambda(i)^2; 
        D(i,j) = C(i,j) - 2*((U_ratio(j)^2) - 1); 
 




    end 
end 
 
% plotting the power coefficient for the unducted case 
 
figure(2) 
mesh(U_ratio, Lambda, Cp_unducted) 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Tip Speed [{\lambda}]') 
zlabel('Power Coefficient, [C_p]') 




Power Coefficient for ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        A(i,j) = U_ratio(j)*Lambda(i)^2; 
        B(i,j) = 4/(U_ratio(j)*Lambda(i)^2); 
        C(i,j) = U_ratio(j)^3 - U_ratio(j); 
 




    end 
end 
 
% plotting the power coefficient for the ducted case 
 
figure(3) 
mesh(U_ratio, Lambda, Cp_ducted) 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Tip Speed [{\lambda}]') 
zlabel('Power Coefficient, [C_p]') 







Calculating Power Coefficient for particular tip speed ratios, un-ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        A1(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j))*Lambda_spec(i)^2; 
        B1(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j))^2; 
        C1(i,j) = Lambda_spec(i)^2; 
        D1(i,j) = C1(i,j) - 2*((U_ratio(j)^2) - 1); 
 
        Cp_unducted_spec(i,j) = (-A1(i,j) + sqrt(B1(i,j)*C1(i,j)*D1(i,j)))/2; 
    end 
end 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec)      % changes with lambda 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio)  % changes with U_ratio 
        AAA(i,j) = U_ratio(j) +1; 
        BBB(i,j) = U_ratio(j)^2; 
        CCC(i,j) = Lambda_spec(i)^2; 
        DDD(i,j) = BBB(i,j) - 1; 
        EEE(i,j) = sqrt(1-(2*DDD(i,j))/CCC(i,j)); 
        d_sig_d_U_ratio_2D(i,j) = -((-1/2)*CCC(i,j)*EEE(i,j) + 
U_ratio(j)*AAA(i,j)/EEE(i,j) + CCC(i,j)/2); 
        d_sig_d_U_ratio_2D_abs(i,j) = abs(d_sig_d_U_ratio_2D(i,j)); 
    end 














for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), Cp_unducted_spec(i,I1(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',12) 
end 
 
% title('Power Coefficent (C_p) for un-Ducted Case w/Swirl') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Power Coefficient (C_p)') 







Calculating Power Coefficient for particular tip speed ratios, Ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        A2(i,j) = U_ratio(j)*Lambda_spec(i)^2; 
        B2(i,j) = 4/(U_ratio(j)*Lambda_spec(i)^2); 
        C2(i,j) = U_ratio(j)^3 - U_ratio(j); 
 
        Cp_ducted_spec(i,j) = (-A2(i,j) + A2(i,j)*sqrt(1-B2(i,j)*C2(i,j)))/2; 
 
    end 
end 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        A(i,j) = Lambda_spec(i)^2; 
        B(i,j) = U_ratio(j)^2; 
        C(i,j) = sqrt((A(i,j) - 4*B(i,j) + 4)/A(i,j)); 
 
        dCp_dU_ratio_ducted(i,j) = (A(i,j)*-C(i,j) + A(i,j) - 8*B(i,j) + 4)/(2*C(i,j)); 
        dCp_dU_ratio_ducted_abs(i,j) = abs(dCp_dU_ratio_ducted(i,j)); 
    end 










for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I2(i)), Cp_ducted_spec(i,I2(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',12) 
end 
 
% title('Power Coefficent (C_p) for Ducted Case w/Swirl') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Power Coefficient (C_p)') 








calculating Force Coefficient, un-Ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        Cf_unducted_spec(i,j) = Cd_unducted(j)/Cp_unducted_spec(i,j); 
 




plot(U_ratio, Cf_unducted_spec(1,:), 'LineWidth', 3) 
hold on 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_unducted_spec(2,:), ':', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_unducted_spec(3,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_unducted_spec(4,:), '-.', 'LineWidth', 3) 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), Cf_unducted_spec(i,I1(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',12) 
end 
 
% title('Force Coefficient for Distinct Tip Speed Ratios, un-Ducted Case') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient, (C_F)') 








calculating Force Coefficient, Ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        Cf_ducted_spec(i,j) = Cd_ducted(j)/Cp_ducted_spec(i,j); 
 




plot(U_ratio, Cf_ducted_spec(1,:), 'LineWidth', 3) 
hold on 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_ducted_spec(2,:), ':', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_ducted_spec(3,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, Cf_ducted_spec(4,:), '-.', 'LineWidth', 3) 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 





% title('Force Coefficient for Distinct Tip Speed Ratios, Ducted Case') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient, (C_F)') 







plot(U_ratio, Cf_ducted_spec(4,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 3) 
 
% title('Force Coefficient') 










calculating the Induced Efficiency, un-ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        eta_unducted_spec1(i,j) = Cp_unducted_spec(i,j)/Cp_unducted_spec(4,j); 
 




plot(U_ratio, eta_unducted_spec1(1,:), 'LineWidth', 3) 
hold on 
plot(U_ratio, eta_unducted_spec1(2,:), ':', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, eta_unducted_spec1(3,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, eta_unducted_spec1(4,:), '-.', 'LineWidth', 3) 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), eta_unducted_spec1(i,I1(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',12) 
end 
 
% title('Isentropic Efficiency for Distinct Tip Speed Ratios, Ducted Case') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Relative Efficiency') 








calculating the Induced Efficiency, ducted case 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    for j = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
        eta_ducted_spec1(i,j) = Cp_ducted_spec(i,j)/Cp_ducted_spec(4,j); 
 




plot(U_ratio, eta_ducted_spec1(1,:), 'LineWidth', 3) 
hold on 
plot(U_ratio, eta_ducted_spec1(2,:), ':', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, eta_ducted_spec1(3,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot(U_ratio, eta_ducted_spec1(4,:), '-.', 'LineWidth', 3) 
 
for i = 1:length(Lambda_spec) 
    hold on 





% title('Isentropic Efficiency for Distinct Tip Speed Ratios, Ducted Case') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 
ylabel('Relative Efficiency') 










C. MATLAB code for ADT Model w/Losses 
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number = 1001;               % number of values in velocity ratio 
 
KL_min = 0;                 % minimum loss coefficient 
KL_max = 0.5;               % maximum loss coefficient 
 
U_ratio_min = 0; 
U_ratio_max = 0.99; 
U_ratio = linspace(U_ratio_min, U_ratio_max, number); 
 
KL = [0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5];           % Loss coefficient 
n = length(KL);                     % number of values for loss coefficient 
calculating Drag coefficient 
Cd_unducted = 1-(U_ratio.^2); 






% title('Drag Coefficent (C_d), w/o swirl') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
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PDE for Power Coefficient, velocity ratio 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
        AAA(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j)); 
        dCp_unducted(i,j) = (-1/8)*AAA(i,j)*(3*KL(i)*AAA(i,j)+12*U_ratio(j)-4); 
        dCp_unducted_abs(i,j) = abs(dCp_unducted(i,j)); 
 
        dCp_ducted(i,j) = 1-3*(KL(i) +1)*(U_ratio(j))^2; 
        dCp_ducted_abs(i,j) = abs(dCp_ducted(i,j)); 
 
    end 
    [M1(i),I1(i)] = min(dCp_unducted_abs(i,:)); 




for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, dCp_unducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
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    hold on 
end 
% title('Power Coefficent Ducted (C_p), w/o swirl, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('dC_P') 





calculating Power Coefficient, un-ducted and ducted cases 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
        A(i,j) = 1+U_ratio(j); 
        B(i,j) = 1 - (U_ratio(j)^2); 
        C(i,j) = (1+U_ratio(j))^3; 
        D(i,j) = A(i,j)*B(i,j)/2;           % Power coeffiicent without viscous losses 
term 
 
        E(i,j) = KL(i)*C(i,j)/8;            % Power coefficient viscous losses term 
 
        Cp_visc_unducted(i,j) = D(i,j) - E(i,j);          % total Power coefficient with 





        AA(i,j) = U_ratio(j)*B(i,j); 
        BB(i,j) = KL(i)*U_ratio(j)^3; 
        Cp_visc_ducted(i,j) = AA(i,j) - BB(i,j); 
 
    end 
end 
 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
        if Cp_visc_unducted(i,j) <= 0 
            Cp_visc_unducted(i,j) = 0; 
        else 
            Cp_visc_unducted(i,j) = Cp_visc_unducted(i,j); 
        end 
 
        if Cp_visc_ducted(i,j) <= 0 
            Cp_visc_ducted(i,j) = 0; 
        else 
            Cp_visc_ducted(i,j) = Cp_visc_ducted(i,j); 
        end 
 





for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Cp_visc_unducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), Cp_visc_unducted(i,I1(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
end 
% title('Power Coefficent Un-ducted (C_p), w/o swirl, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Power Coefficient (C_p)') 








for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Cp_visc_ducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
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    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I2(i)), Cp_visc_ducted(i,I2(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
end 
% title('Power Coefficent Ducted (C_p), w/o swirl, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Power Coefficient (C_p)') 
ylim([0 0.6]) 






plot(U_ratio, Cp_visc_ducted(4,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
hold on 








calculating Force Coefficient 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
        Induced_Eff_unducted(i,j) = Cd_unducted(j)/Cp_visc_unducted(i,j); 
        Induced_Eff_ducted(i,j) = Cd_ducted(j)/Cp_visc_ducted(i,j); 
 
    end 
end 
 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
    [M3(i),I3(i)] = min(Induced_Eff_unducted(i,:)); 
    [M4(i),I4(i)] = min(Induced_Eff_ducted(i,:)); 
 




for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Induced_Eff_unducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), Induced_Eff_unducted(i,I1(i)), 
'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 




% title('Force Coefficient Un-ducted, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient') 







for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Induced_Eff_ducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
    hold on 




    plot(U_ratio(I4(i)), Induced_Eff_ducted(i,I4(i)), 
'xk','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
end 
% title('Force Coefficient Ducted, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient') 









calculating Isentropic Efficiency 
for i = 1:n             % loss coefficients 
    for j = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
        Isen_Eff_unducted(i,j) = Cp_visc_unducted(i,j)/Cp_visc_unducted(1,j); 
        Isen_Eff_ducted(i,j) = Cp_visc_ducted(i,j)/Cp_visc_ducted(1,j); 
 




for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Isen_Eff_unducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I1(i)), Isen_Eff_unducted(i,I1(i)), 
'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
    plot(U_ratio(I3(i)), Isen_Eff_unducted(i,I3(i)), 
'xk','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
end 
% title('Isentropic Efficiency Un-ducted, w/losses') 












for i = 1:n 
    plot(U_ratio, Isen_Eff_ducted(i,:), 'LineWidth',3) 
    hold on 
end 
 
for i = 1:n 
    hold on 
    plot(U_ratio(I2(i)), Isen_Eff_ducted(i,I2(i)), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
    plot(U_ratio(I4(i)), Isen_Eff_ducted(i,I4(i)), 'xk','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
end 
% title('Isentropic Efficiency Ducted, w/losses') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Relative Efficiency') 
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number = 10001;               % number of values in velocity ratio 
 
KL = 0.3; 
Lambda = 1.5; 
 
U_ratio_min = 0; 
U_ratio_max = 0.9999; 
U_ratio = linspace(U_ratio_min, U_ratio_max, number); 
 
U_ratio_max__visc_unducted = 6500; 
U_ratio_min__visc_unducted = 2000; 
U_ratio_max__visc_unducted2 = 7000; 
U_ratio_min__visc_unducted2 = 1500; 
 
U_ratio_max__visc_ducted = 7000; 
U_ratio_min__visc_ducted = 2500; 
U_ratio_max__visc_ducted2 = 7500; 




Cd_unducted = 1-(U_ratio.^2); 
 






% title('Drag Coefficent (C_d), w/o swirl') 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 






power coefficient w/swirl 
Cp_unducted = (1/2).*(U_ratio + 1).*(1-(U_ratio.^2)); 
[M10,I10] = max(Cp_unducted);       % I10 is the velocity ratio at which Maximum power 
coeffiicent occurs for un-ducted case 
Cp_ducted = U_ratio.*(1-(U_ratio.^2)); 
[M11,I11] = max(Cp_ducted);       % I11 is the velocity ratio at which Maximum power 
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coeffiicent occurs for ducted case 
 
for i = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
    A1(i) = (1+U_ratio(i))*Lambda^2; 
    B1(i) = (1+U_ratio(i))^2; 
    C1(i) = Lambda^2; 
    D1(i) = C1(i) - 2*((U_ratio(i)^2) - 1); 
 
    Cp_unducted_swirl(i) = (-A1(i) + sqrt(B1(i)*C1(i)*D1(i)))/2; 
 
    [M1,I1] = max(Cp_unducted_swirl(:));        % I1 is the velocity ratio at which the 
maximum power coefificency occurs for the un-ducted case w/swirl 
end 
 
for i = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
    A2(i) = U_ratio(i)*Lambda^2; 
    B2(i) = 4/(U_ratio(i)*Lambda^2); 
    C2(i) = U_ratio(i)^3 - U_ratio(i); 
 
    Cp_ducted_swirl(i) = (-A2(i) + A2(i)*sqrt(1-B2(i)*C2(i)))/2; 
 
    [M2,I2] = max(Cp_ducted_swirl(:));        % I2 is the velocity ratio at which the 
maximum power coefificency occurs for the ducted case w/swirl 
end 
power coefficient w/viscous forces 
for i = 1:number    % velocity ratios 
 
    A3(i) = 1+U_ratio(i); 
    B3(i) = 1 - (U_ratio(i)^2); 
    C3(i) = (1+U_ratio(i))^3; 
    D3(i) = A3(i)*B3(i)/2;           % Power coeffiicent without viscous losses term 
 
    E3(i) = KL*C3(i)/8;            % Power coefficient viscous losses term 
 
    Cp_unducted_visc(i) = D3(i) - E3(i);          % total Power coefficient with viscous 
losses term 
 
    AA(i) = U_ratio(i)*B3(i); 
    BB(i) = KL*U_ratio(i)^3; 





for i = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
    if Cp_unducted_visc(i) <= 0 
        Cp_unducted_visc(i) = 0; 
    else 
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        Cp_unducted_visc(i) = Cp_unducted_visc(i); 
    end 
 
    if Cp_ducted_visc(i) <= 0 
        Cp_ducted_visc(i) = 0; 
    else 
        Cp_ducted_visc(i) = Cp_ducted_visc(i); 




for i = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
    [M3,I3] = max(Cp_unducted_visc(:)); 









% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted)], [0, 
0.6], '-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted)], [0, 
0.6], '-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I1), Cp_unducted_swirl(I1), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I3), Cp_unducted_visc(I3), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I10), Cp_unducted(I10), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 










% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted)], [0, 0.4], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted)], [0, 0.4], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I2), Cp_ducted_swirl(I2), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I4), Cp_ducted_visc(I4), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I11), Cp_ducted(I11), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio [u_4/u_0]') 











Cf_unducted_swirl = Cd_unducted./Cp_unducted_swirl; 
Cf_ducted_swirl = Cd_ducted./Cp_ducted_swirl; 
Cf_unducted_visc = Cd_unducted./Cp_unducted_visc; 
Cf_ducted_visc = Cd_ducted./Cp_ducted_visc; 
Cf_ducted = Cd_ducted./Cp_ducted; 
Cf_unducted = Cd_unducted./Cp_unducted; 
 
for i = 1:length(U_ratio) 
 
    [M5,I5] = min(Cf_unducted_visc(:)); 




% unducted power coefficient ratios 
calc2(1) = Cp_unducted_visc(I3); 
calc2(2) = Cp_unducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted); 
calc2(3) = Cp_unducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted); 
calc2(4) = Cp_unducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted2); 
calc2(5) = Cp_unducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted2); 
 
ratio2(1) = (calc2(2)/calc2(1))-1; 
ratio2(2) = (calc2(3)/calc2(1))-1; 
ratio2(3) = (calc2(4)/calc2(1))-1; 
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% ducted power coefficient ratios 
calc3(1) = Cp_ducted_visc(I4); 
calc3(2) = Cp_ducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted); 
calc3(3) = Cp_ducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted); 
calc3(4) = Cp_ducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted2); 
calc3(5) = Cp_ducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted2); 
 
ratio3(1) = (calc3(2)/calc3(1))-1; 
ratio3(2) = (calc3(3)/calc3(1))-1; 
ratio3(3) = (calc3(4)/calc3(1))-1; 





% unducted force coefficient ratios 
calc1(1) = Cf_unducted_visc(I5); 
calc1(2) = Cf_unducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted); 
calc1(3) = Cf_unducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted); 
calc1(4) = Cf_unducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted2); 
calc1(5) = Cf_unducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted2); 
 
ratio1(1) = (calc1(2)/calc1(1))-1; 
ratio1(2) = (calc1(3)/calc1(1))-1; 
ratio1(3) = (calc1(4)/calc1(1))-1; 





% ducted force coefficient ratios 
calc4(1) = Cf_ducted_visc(I6); 
calc4(2) = Cf_ducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted); 
calc4(3) = Cf_ducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted); 
calc4(4) = Cf_ducted_visc(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted2); 
calc4(5) = Cf_ducted_visc(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted2); 
 
ratio4(1) = (calc4(2)/calc4(1))-1; 
ratio4(2) = (calc4(3)/calc4(1))-1; 
ratio4(3) = (calc4(4)/calc4(1))-1; 












% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted)], [0, 5], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted)], [0, 5], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I1), Cf_unducted_swirl(I1), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I3), Cf_unducted_visc(I3), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I5), Cf_unducted_visc(I5), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I10), Cf_unducted(I10), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient, [C_F]') 











% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted)], [0, 5], '-
.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
% plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted)], [0, 5], '-
.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I2), Cf_ducted_swirl(I2), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I4), Cf_ducted_visc(I4), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I6), Cf_ducted_visc(I6), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I11), Cf_ducted(I11), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Force Coefficient, [C_F]') 






    0.5128    0.3082    0.5112    0.2495    0.5050 
ratio2 = 
   -0.3990   -0.0031   -0.5135   -0.0152 
calc3 = 
    0.3376    0.2543    0.2296    0.2018    0.1895 
ratio3 = 
   -0.2468   -0.3199   -0.4023   -0.4387 
calc1 = 




    0.0913    0.0932    0.1905    0.1268 
calc4 = 
    1.4804    1.6524    1.6328    1.8594    1.6879 
ratio4 = 






Eta_unducted_swirl = Cp_unducted_swirl./Cp_unducted; 
Eta_ducted_swirl = Cp_ducted_swirl./Cp_ducted; 
Eta_unducted_visc = Cp_unducted_visc./Cp_unducted; 
Eta_ducted_visc = Cp_ducted_visc./Cp_ducted; 
Eta_ducted = Cp_ducted./Cp_ducted; 







plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_unducted)], [0, 1.1], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_unducted)], [0, 1.1], 
'-.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I1), Eta_unducted_swirl(I1), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I3), Eta_unducted_visc(I3), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I5), Eta_unducted_visc(I5), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I10), Eta_unducted(I10), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
 




legend('Un-ducted w/swirl', 'Un-ducted w/losses','Un-ducted no-swirl / no-











plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_max__visc_ducted)], [0, 1.1], '-
.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
plot([U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted),U_ratio(U_ratio_min__visc_ducted)], [0, 1.1], '-
.m','LineWidth',2.5) 
 
plot(U_ratio(I2), Eta_ducted_swirl(I2), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I4), Eta_ducted_visc(I4), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I6), Eta_ducted_visc(I6), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
plot(U_ratio(I11), Eta_ducted(I11), 'xr','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
 
xlabel('Velocity Ratio (u_4/u_0)') 
ylabel('Relative Efficiency') 
legend('Ducted w/swirl', 'Ducted w/losses', 'Ducted no-swirl / no-losses','Min/Max of 







plot(U_ratio(I5), Cp_unducted_visc(I5), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
legend('Un-ducted w/swirl', 'Un-ducted w/losses','Un-ducted no-swirl / no-losses') 
 
figure(3) 
plot(U_ratio(I6), Cp_ducted_visc(I6), '*k','LineWidth',2.5,'MarkerSize',15) 
ylim([0 0.6]) 











determining values of importance 
output(1) = Cf_unducted(I10);      % I10 is the velocity ratio at which Maximum power 
coeffiicent occurs for un-ducted case (CADT) 
output(2) = Cf_unducted(8000); 
 
output(3) = Cf_ducted(I11);      % I11 is the velocity ratio at which Maximum power 
coeffiicent occurs for ducted case (SMT) 
output(4) = Cf_ducted(8000); 
 
output(5) = Cf_unducted_swirl(I1);        % I1 is the velocity ratio at which the maximum 
power coefficient occurs for the un-ducted case w/swirl 
output(6) = Cf_unducted_swirl(8000); 
output(7) = Cf_ducted_swirl(I2);        % I2 is the velocity ratio at which the maximum 
power coefficient occurs for the un-ducted case w/swirl 












area calculations for presentation, un-ducted 
Z_req = 50;         % power required [watts] 
rho = 1.225;        % density of air [kg/m^3] 
U0 = 106.68;        % freestream fluid velocity [m/s] 
 
Cp_max_simple = max(Cp_unducted); 
Cp_max_swirl = max(Cp_unducted_swirl); 
Cp_max_losses = max(Cp_unducted_visc); 
 
Cp_minCf_simple = Cp_unducted(8000); 
Cp_minCf_swirl = Cp_unducted_swirl(8000); 
Cp_minCf_losses = Cp_unducted_visc(I5); 
 
Cp_array = [Cp_max_simple; 
    Cp_max_swirl; 
    Cp_max_losses; 
    Cp_minCf_simple; 
    Cp_minCf_swirl; 
    Cp_minCf_losses] 
 
S_array = Z_req./(0.5.*rho.*(U0^3).*Cp_array) 
 




D_array_inch = 39.3701.*D_array_metric         % diameter in inches 
Cp_array = 
    0.5926 
    0.5077 
    0.5128 
    0.3242 
    0.3017 
    0.4526 
S_array = 
   1.0e-03 * 
    0.1135 
    0.1324 
    0.1311 
    0.2074 
    0.2228 
    0.1486 
D_array_metric = 
    0.0136 
    0.0147 
    0.0146 
    0.0183 
    0.0190 
    0.0155 
D_array_inch = 
    0.5340 
    0.5769 
    0.5740 
    0.7219 
    0.7483 
    0.6110 
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